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JERRY IN THE CHAIR

“ON MY SET”

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In
Popular Young Law Student
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
Takes Up the Reins of the
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Forty Club
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
The results of the Australian bal
In 1882. The Free Press was established
In 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to lot conducted at the annual meet
the Tribune. These papers consolidated ing of the Forty Club were an
March 17. 1897.

nounced at yesterday's session of the
club The new president is Jerome
.«. ,e. jp C Burrows, long active in club af
•••
•••
To be conscious that you are ••• fair.; and especially fitted fir the
executive position through his con
Ignorant Is a great step to
••• knowledge—Disraeli.
— nection with legal affairs. His vice
presidents will be Dr. Walter P. Conlay and John H. McLoon. Lawrence
Miller was elected treasurer and
Cleveland Sleeper. Jr., secretary.
PARK THEATRE
Harold E. Jackson and John M.
Buster Keaton who appears at the Richardson were made directors for
Park Wednesday and Thursday Is no three terms.
newcomer to Rockland. Buster who
The past term has beep a busy 01 e
originally started his career with two for the club which has participated
Z other members of his family as "The i.i many projects inc’nding Red
Three Keatons" played this same Cr.»s. Milk Fund and Community
theatre some years ago in vaudeville. Ch. • i activities. Chamber of Corn
In his latest screen venture he is seen in' ee anil municipal affairs »«d
as Reginald Irving, the man who has Rth'eiics. The elub to k the golf
had more love affairs than any other trophy last summer and at present is
man in the world—supposedly! When • it in* front ‘n bowling. Social
he tries to live up to his reputation events have jeen given much promi
he finds himself in more trouble than nence of late. The club is in a
any other man in the world. Appear flourishing financial condition.
ing with Buster in the picture which
Fred C. Black did the club honors
is entitled "Parlor, Bedroom and in presenting .ne past president's
Bath" is one of the greatest casts of Jewel to retiring president F E
screen comedians ever assembled in Jackson and look occ.i-.i >n to pay
one picture, including Reginald warm tribute to his ability and hard
Denny, Charlotte Greenwood, Cliff work. Lloyd Daniels was voted into
. Edwards, better known as “Ukelele membership and A. E Wiseman of
Ike” and Edward Brophy.
New York appeared in his accus
The current attraction is that tomed role of raconteur.' President
weirdest of all mystery thrillers, "Dra Burrows will announce his commit
cula.”—adv.
tees in the immediate future. In the
business session several minor pro
These big bankers who say stocks jects were presented for club action
are too cheap could buy up all the such as changing to city manager
bargains and make a killing, but ship. securing a city park, forming a
they don't want any more money.— rifle team and presenting another
Paterson News.
Forty Club play.

Sunday night's program of
fered all the melody that the
most exacting person could de
mand, and the reception was
above reproach. The Detroit
Civic Opera furnished wonderful
entertainment

High time to put up bird
houses the Breck man told his
audience Sunday night.

Where is this Roger Babson
station which gives half-hour
comments on the stork market.
Glenn Lawrence wants to know.
Theodore Metz, 83, one of the
oldest living song writers, will
make his first microphone ap
pearance on the Happy Wonder
Baker broadcast over WEEI at
9.30 tonight. Mr. Metz will tell
the story behind perhaps his
most famous composition “A Hot
Time in the Old Town Tonight.”
He will detail how the tune be
came the song of Teddy Roose
velt’s Rough Riders: during the
Boxer Rebellion it became “A
Hot Time In China" and in the
Boer War. “A Hot Time in the
Transvaal."
••• .«■ •».
Vaughn deLeath, radio's origi
nal girl, who has been singing on
the air more than 10 years will
be the feature artist of the Palm
olive broadcast over WEEI Wed
nesday evening at 9.30, after a
26-week engagement at the
Cleveland station WTAM. Miss
DeLeath is but the second per
son to be starred on the Palm
olive broadcast in four years.

TENEMENT
To Let

Headquarters
for

FINE
FISHING
TACKLE
For Maine Waters

Our new line of Tackle now on display.
Come in and look it over

?

—and—

!

School and have been pretty loyal.
One thing has greatly distressed me
1 of late, especially during the recent
, basketball games. At the conclusion
Jerry Smead breezed into the of the battle the players have failed
hangar today showing no traces of I to give that famous old High School
his recent mishap except for a slight yell, without which, in the old days,
ly bald spot on the back of his head. no victory was complete. The “Kippi
As a matter of fact he looked rather Ki Yi” has been a tradition of the
more spruce than of old—but whether Orange and Black for many years
this was due to his close clipped hos Why let our boys and girls forget to
pital haircut or the recent arrival of raise their voices in its familiar chant
Mrs. Smead and Jerry, Jr., it was at the conclusion of all games. Thev
hard to say. Anyhow he had no have a “Kippi Karnival." Let's carrycause to complain of the hearty wel on with “Kippi Ki Yi.”
come he got.
Al Old Grad.
»
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The Orange and Black has been operating in
Rockland over a year and we feel that it has
been a credit to the city—a clean, honest place
of business. We resent the slurs and unfair
criticisms that have been made and invite the
public to come in and

SEE FOR THEMSELVES

It is a good place to dance—a good place to dine

PRICES REASONABLE

Slhe

<1

«
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Charlie Treat did a good day's
business hopping passengers Sunday
at Stonington and Deer Isle. The
weather was perfect for one thing
and there has been very little pas
senger flying at those places.
At Stonington occurred one of
those rare accidents which the poor
ticket sellers are always wishing
would take place. There is always
a certain element in a crowd where
flight tickets are sold, that harps on
the safety of good old terra flrma
and loudly proclaims its intention
of keeping one foot thereon. Nothing
will budge these people, but the ten
dency on the part of the ticket seller
is to call attention to the high mor
tality due to autos. Well. Sunday,
while Charlie was sitting in the
plane and Billings was exhorting the
assembled multitude to enjoy the
pleasure of flying, a closed car drove
out upon the ice of the lake they
were flying from, rolled right up to
a place where ice had been cut and
nosed into the icy water. It balanced
a fraction of a minute on the edge
before plunging in, which was just
long enough for Charlite to make a

RAINIER LIME RICKEY

Black ■

CHARLES S. GROTTON. Manager

Main Street, Cor. of Park
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Rockland

WHY CUT “KIPPI KI YI”

(By F. V. F.»

MAINE MUSIC STORE

f|

NO GREAT RUSH HERE

r
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NEW MANAGER ARRIVES

A new sparkling Fresh Fruit Bev
erage—a perfect mixer
Listen in every Friday evening at
6.15 on WBZ and WBZA
Distributed by

Rockland Produce Co.
Now on sale at Tillson Avenne
Miniature Golf Course
146-29

Frank Ambrose, lately in charge of ! Frank Ambrose, the new manager
i the 54 regional offices the record of it
and the application for more.
j
the
Valley Stream airport in New was formerly in charge of Curtiss
In order to aid World War
Those who have not received loans ‘ York has been appointed base mana- j Field, now Roosevelt Field. He or
veterans in the execution of ap
must mail to the office or present a
ganized and managed the CurtiSBplications for bonus loans I
certified note to that effect along with ger of the Curtiss-Wright plant in
discharge papers and the certificates. this city, and entered upon his new Wright Airport at Valley Stream, the
have Instructed City Solicitor E.
largest airport in the United States.
Notes can be obtained from the re J duties yesterday.
W. Pike to give free advice and
gional offices and veterans organi
Captain William H. Wincapaw who I He was at one time air mail pilot fly
assistance to all applicants who
zations.
ing between New York and Montreal
desire to take advantage of the
From there on the loan is in the established * the flying service in j
Act of Congress recently passed.
hands of the veterans' bureau, which Rockland and saw it become one of for Colonial Airways; air mail pilot
heretofore has Issued loans within the most successful airports in the for Canadian Airways, flying mail
C. M. Richardson, Mayor.
ten days of receiving applications and country, left immediately for Boston, between Toronto and Montreal; lieu
Rocxland, March 2.
' hopes to continue issuing at about the
where he becomes operations mana tenant with airplane pilot's rating in
same rate.
The regional offices include Port ger for the Great Atlantic Airways. the United States Army Air Corps
So far as this city is concerned the land.
He had returned to this city the last Reserve. He holds a transport pilot's
number of applications made thus
Here's What Happens
i of the week from New York, where license for heavy multi-motored ships
far is considerably smaller than had
Veterans’ bureau officials estimated he delivered the Ireland plane which and has flown Condors, Fords, Patri
been generally expected, and for the today the veteran who borrowed $500 is being taken to Alaska, and later J cians, etc.
most part have been made by vet on the $1000 average certificate would
He was airport manager at Toronto
i he will make a trip to Detroit.
erans who have already received have $74.03 left in 1945, if he failed to
for
International Airways of Canada
The
value
of
his
services
to
the
some loans on their adjusted service pay the interest.
But, if the interest payments were j Rockland Airport cannot be overesti and at one time owned and managed
certificates. The applicants are be made yearly, borrowers would receive
mated. His energy and efficiency his own airport at Pittsburgh.
ing aided in filling out the necessary the face value, less the actual amount
He belongs to such flying organi
gave the Curtiss-Wright people a
papers by M. M. Griffin as clerk of of the loan when certificates mature
zations
as National Air Pilots; Quiet
plant
which
would
not
have
been
Courts. E. R. Veazie as postmaster, 14 years hence.
Here's what happens: Loan, $500. thought possible in a city of this size, i Birdmen, Federation Aeronautique
Jerome C. Burrows, as adjutant of
Winslow-Holbrook Post, A. L„ and by Interest, 4'z';, compounded annually: His courtesy to the patrons has been Internationale and National Aero
others.
i totals, $425.97. Balance, $74.03.
nautic Association. He has had over
o » « «
| How it works:'Interest on $500 for unfailing, and his duties have re
3000
hours in both military and com
ceived
attention
often
at
the
expense
(first year, $22.50. This $22.50 is added
The Way To Get It
'to the $500 and the $522.50 draws in of personal sacrifice.
, mercial planes.
Here's what a veteran has to do to terest the second year. The second
borrow half the face value of his ad year's interest would be added to the
justed compensation certificate:
$522.50 and the total start drawing in
THOMASTON BANK SOLD
If he has obtained a loan he may terest. The same system would be
present in person or mail to one of ; followed each year.
.... . .............
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MRS. MEAD TAKES EXCEPTIONS

Oldest Banking Establishment In Knox County Becomes
Property of Financial Institutions, Inc.

But Morse High Sprung a
Chinook On Our Basket- Brookline Author and Lecturer Does Not Share Judge
I
The sale of the Thomaston Na i pying since 1929 is one of the finest
ball Lead
Gould’s Views On the Maine and Pacifism
tional Bank to Financial Institutions, in the State.

of The Courier-Gazette:—
| rassengers J ]I Editor
I am an alumna of Rockland High

We will keep you posted on fishing condi
tions in local waters

Grange

WE STARTED WELL

After getting away to a bad start
which found them trailing by four
points at the close of the first period
the Morse High basketeers came back
strong ■ in the second and third i
periods to win over Rockland High in
Bath Friday night by a 37 to 23 score.
The Morse team rolled up points in
the second and third quarters which
gave them a good sized lead, and
after the second canto they were
never in great danger of having that
margin overcome.
With two regulars out of the lineup
the local aggregation did not work
well until the last period when they
outscored the Morse team by six (
j points. Bing Conley, Morse center (
with his six feet and odd inches, |
j had little trouble in keeping the ball j
I from the Rockland team. He scored
the greater part of Morse's points
Prof. Albert Einstein will ( from underneath the basket and it '
broadcast at 10.30 p. m. Wednes | was useless for any of the Rockland
day over W’NAC from the Hotel ! team to try to reach the ball when
Astor, New York, at a banquet
the rangy pivot man had ft on the
given in his honor by the Ameri
tips of his fingers.
can Palestine campaign. It will
In the second and third periods the
be the scientist's last American
Morse team went so far ahead of the
appearance before sailing for
visitors that they were never able to
Berlin.
! catch them. With the score 5 to 1
•••
(against them the boys from the
When Gus Sonnenberg and
Shipyard City passed all around the
Lee Wyckoff lock arms in the
Rockland team and at the close of
ring at the Boston Arena, Gerry
the half they had scored 18 points to
Harrison will be at the ringside
4 for Rockland.
microphone at 10 p. m. Thursday
In the third period they played at
to give a hold-by-hold descrip
the same pace and while the Lime
tion through WLEX and other
City quintet could only score two
stations of the Yankee network.
points the Bath outfit scored 12.
bringing its total up to 31 at the
•F three-quarter mark.
I
Going into the fourth and final
period 20 points behind, the locals
plaved a different style of basketball
and outplayed the Morse team com
pletely.
Bing Conley and Captain Levy
were the outstanding performers for
the winners while Flanagan was the
main cog in the Rockland machine.

* r>

Most Complete Line East of Portland

A Defence

_____
A notable event in the history of
I Waldoboro fraternal organizations
will be the charter night exercises of
the newly organized Waldoboro Lions
! Club which takes place Friday night.
jThe banquet is scheduled to take
place in Odd Fellows hall, and the
post prandial exercises will be fol
lowed by a reception and ball in the
Medomak Athletic Hall, The ban
quet program follows:
America,
Everyone
Invocation,
Rev. William Veazie
Address of Welcome and Introduc
tion of Toastmaster, Pres. Shorey
Toastmaster,
E. B. Robertson
Banquet,
Meet Your Neighbor
Songs,
Everyone
I Introduction of Visiting Clubs
(Address,
Judge Max L. Pinansky
' Presentation of Charters.
District Governor
Acceptance of Charters, Pres. Shorey
Lions ROAR.
Lions
Lions, “Till We Meet Again,"
Everyone
The fact that Judge Pinansky is to
deliver the principal address will be
I hailed with pleasure by those who
! heard him on a similar occasion at
(Wiscasset not long ago.
The chairman of the Waldoboro
(charter night exercises is a former
(Rockland boy. William G. Labe, the
new club's lion tamer, who offers the
assurance that Waldoboro will do its
"darnedest” to give everybody a good
time.

Planes, Pilots I

Non-Residents' 30-day and Season Licenses
for sale

Rockland, Maine

X.

•••

The noonday broadcast of
Boston Globe news flashes now
comes at 12 instead of 12.15.
•»•••••••
Talks on agriculture and
homemaking, sponsored by the
Extension Service, are now being
given at high noon each Thurs
day over WCSH and WLBZ.
March talks to be given are:
Farm Organization Project, D.
W. Reed, March 5; Forest Tree
Planting. R. M. Hutchinson,
March 12: Recognition of Out
standing Farmers and Home
makers, A. L. Deering, March 19:
4-H Club Work, Mildred Brown,
March 26.

THE COIN PROBLEM
Nilo's Repair Shop. Spring street,
will be open Saturday nights here Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
after.—adv.
8-tf
As I thought very probable, the twe
solutions, practically identical, sent in
by Lizzie Hawes of Union and H. R.
DESIRABLE
Yates of Camden show that there Is
at least one other way than mine, to
ALL MODERN
make up $3.83 using 106 pieces of
coin.
But in fact the solutions sent by
them vary from my solution to a
great extent, although fulfilling all
the conditions given in the original
Available March 15
problem. I use only one coin men
Located on Beech Street
tioned by them. They duplicate sev
Apply to
eral pieces. I duplicate only one
piece and yet use six denominations
Laforest A. Thurston
where each of them uses five.
TEL. 1159
Rockland
A. J. See
Union, Feb. 27.

A

IT'S CHARTER NIGHT

THREE CENTS A COPY

Issue

Waldoboro Lions Club Has
Many World War Veterans Apparently Not Ready To Frank Ambrose Comes To Rockland Airport With ReFine Program — Address
Take Advantage of New Loan Law
markable Aviation Record
By Judge Pinansky

••• .«.

••• ••• ••• ••• •••

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, March 3, 1931

Tuesday!

flying leap from the Cessna and drag
one woman to safety who had man
aged to get half way out af the rear
of the car while Billings snatched the
other from the other side. Two men
in the front seat went to the bottom,
but popped up after a dreadful pause
and all was well.
It was not known whether Billings
made use of this as a sales argu
ment in persuading those present to
ride but there is many a poor ticket
seller who has waited years in vain
for just such a shining example to
lend a poin> to his retort that there
are more dangers on the ground than
in the air.

• • ♦ •

"Beany” was also out passenger
hopping, but about noon H ,F. Saw
yer of South Portland telephoned
from Van Buren that he had to bhome that night and how much
would it cost him to charter a plane
to fly home in. He never questioned
the fact that there would be one
ready and waiting—in which as
sumption he was perfectly justified
for Bill got hold of Benn by phone
brought him roaring back hpre and
sent him off to Van Buren in time
to pick up Mr. Sawyer and set him
down in Fortland for his urgent ap
pointment. And if you think it is
any cinch to take off in a plane
for a point 270 miles away over wild
and wooded country without losing
any time getting there just try get
ting into the center of some city like
Boston, say. on foot from the out
skirts without taking the wrong turn
anywhere.

Inc., was completed Saturday and
the new regime is in vogue, without, (
however, any change being made in
the personnel.
The stock, which had a par value j
of $100, was bought in at $340, the
highest previous price paid for it be
ing $150.
Originated in 1825 as a State bank,
and made a National bank in 1865,
this is the oldest banking Institution
in Knox County, and the modern
ized home which it has been occu-

The present officers are: President,
W. G. Washburn; vice president,
Frank H. Jordan; directors, these
officers, together with Capt. John
Brown, Arthur J. Elliot and I. C.
Thurston; J. Walter Strout is
cashier, Miss Frances A. Shaw is
assistant, and Miss Mary McPhail is
a member of the accounting staff.
President Washburn has held that
office 11 years and has been connect
ed with the hank since 1900, giving to
it the benefit of the shrewd business
and financial judgment which has
contributed so largely to its success.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
! War Department informs me fewer '
I have just seen your report of Col. than 75.000 American killed in battle I
Gould's discussion of the Spanish by foreigners in all our history, are (
War before the Spanish War doing incalculable harm If without
veterans
last
month.
As one thought or investigation our veterans ,
who has studied this subject for accept the sophistry which is dealt
many years, permit me to make a out to them by eloquent orators, they
few comments. Col Gould implies may become a menace to the body
that the men “who marched politic.
away to deal out justice to the Span- ! By all means let us have prepared- (
iards" were going to kill someone ness. a preparedness that shall defy 1
who was to blame.
false premises, twisted logic and con- (
There is not the slightest evidence fused thinking. Let people perceive
that the Spanish government had that bombs and battleships bear no
anything to do with the blowing up relation to justice.
of the Maine. We refused Spain's
Ltfcia Ames Mead.
request to have the hulk hauled up' Boston, Mass.
and examined and to have the whole ;
....
question arbitrated. The Spaniards
FIGHTING FOR BLUEBERRIES
Who
Is
Mrs. Mead?
killed in that unnecessary war were
A
lecture
prospectus
accompany

as innocent of causing it as were our
boys. It wits probably done by Cu ing the foregoing communication
Rockland Packer Heads Committee Pilgrimage To Wash
ban insurgents to get us into the says:
Mrs. Mead lias been a delegate to j
war. if Indeed it was not blown up
ington—Much Is Involved
from inside. It was difficult to tell many European Congresses belbre :
after 20 years whether the explosion and since the World War. and has
had opportunity to meet leading in
was or was not from within.
ternational workers in England, I Restrictions which would go far to they will meet the entire personnel
e « * «
France
Germany. She has taken I ward handicapping Maine's great of the Federal Food and Drug Ad
Said Janies Ford Rhodes in his part in and
many
conferences in Amer blueberry industry, will be staunch ministration.
work on McKinley's and Roosevelt's ica and has lectured
The rulings laid down by the gov
from New Eng ly resisted by the influential com
Administration: "McKinley feared a land to California. She
ernment for the coming year would
is the au
rupture in his own party, and on ac thor of “Law or War." “Swords and mittee which leaves Boston today seriously impair the industry, and
count of that fear had not the nerve Ploughshares,” "Milton’s England,” ( to consult with the powers that be in the committee hopes for at least a
and power to resist the pressure for etc., and many pamphlets on polit- [ the National Capitol.
modification of the restrictions.
war. We may rest assured that if ical and educational subjects. She
Heading that committee is Henry The conference may last several days,
Mark Hanna had been President, speaks to colleges, churches, clubs B. Bird of the Medomak Canning Co., but the committee hopes that it will
there would have been no war with and forums, and adapts her ad and associated with him on this all- be able to make the federal adminis
Spain.” When President McKinley
to young people in the important errand are men equally trators see their side of the argument
went before Congress and asked for dresses
schools.
Mrs Edwin D. prominent in the canning industry— much sooner.
$50,000,000 with which to fight Spain. ( Mead. 19 Address,
The little blue berries mean an an
Euston
Street,
Brookline, Seth Allen of Columbia Falls, R. J.
it was after the representatives of Mass.
Peacock of Lubec, Chester Soule of nual income of $1,500,000 to Maine,
Britain, Germany, France, Austria j
Portland, and James Wyman of Mill- and in pushing the fight at Washing
and Italy had appealer to him to
bridge.
ton the committee is acting not only
SEIZED MACHINES
continue peaceful relations. It was
With the committee also go a Fed in behalf of the packers but the blue
after he had received the message
eral Government entomologist and A. berry growers. The expense of the
from Minister Woodford of Spain in Deputy Sheriffs Raid Orange M. G. Soule, chief of Maine's food in expedition Is borne entirely, how
the cablegram:
spection bureau. In Washington ever, by the packers.
“I believe the ministry are ready
and Black With Fruitful
to go as far and as fast as they can
Results
and still save the dynasty here in
THE BOG GAME PRESERVE
Spain, "they know that Cuba is lost.
Deputy Sheriffs Ludwick and Cav
Public opinion in Spain has moved
anaugh made an unexpected call at
steadily toward peace."
I talked persanolly and 'at length the Orange and Black cafe, corner of Knox County Fish and Game Association Opposes Its
with Minister Woodward. He said the Maine and Park streets Saturday
Abolition—Action On Other Bills
war was wholly unnecessary as did our
afternoon
and
took
possession
of
a
own John D. Long. The war was
the product of a jingo press. It nickel machine, a quarter machine
The executive and advisory commit bill as drawn would be opposed, but
shocked and amazed Spain.
It and some punchboards. which had
ended in taking over the Philippines not been removed despite the ample tees of the Knox Countv Fish and in a redraft would be supported.
The proposed open season on
which, with the exception of Manila, I
Game Association ate chicken supper
had won independence Of Spain by ' warning given by Sheriff Harding's at Hotel Rockland last night, and moose for four days in 1931 and four
department In these columns some then devoted the remainder of the days In 1932 was opposed, as meaning
its own efforts.
the complete extermination of the
The general public has forgotten issues ago.
session to a ' discussion of proposed
Warden
The officers took into custody legislation in Augusta, some of which species in Knox County.
and most of the veterans never knew
very much of the facts outside the Charles Grotton, proprietor of the will be opposed and some heartily ap Smallwood portrayed vividly the
details of the war. Except for a few establishment, and Sol Levins a pa proved. The new president, Dr. Wal scenes which were enacted during
soldiers like Gen. John O'Ryan, few tron who is said to have been in the ter P. Conley, was in the chair, and the last open season. Very few
men who understand the art and act of playing one of the machines the pending bills were read by past moose are now left in Knox County
science of war are informed about just as the officers entered In fact president Walter H. Butler. The Asso he declared.
Other proposed bills were care
the philosophy of war and peace; he was putting up a protest because ciation will be represented at tomor
and they are today by their clamor said machine had suddenly gone far row's hearings by a large delegation. fully scanned and the sentiment of
those present was given free expres
for increased armaments putting ob row. and was not giving down $8 to
The gathering last night had a most
stacles in the way of a rational pre which he felt he was entitled. Sol cordial welcome for the three new sion.
paredness for that adequate World- was distinctly out of luck.
members of the advisory committee The Coast Guard Cutter Kickapoo
News of the raid spread rapidly in
Organization that is the sole pre
Henry E. McDonald of Thomaston, furnished a regular circus for Ban
sporting circles and by supper hen's —
ventive of war.
Herbert Mann of Rockport and Jo gor citizens last week when she suc
... *
teeth were much thicker in Rock seph
L. Brewster of Camden.
ceeded in hewing a channel from the
Statesmen do not indulge in cheap ( land than slot machines
President Conley deferred the ap
talk about pacifists. The term paci- i The respondents were arraigned pointment of committees, with the open water to that port. People mo
fist has been dragged in the dust before Judge Butler yesterday, and exception of the Legislative com tored from miles around, and six
and falsely applied. I never use it. [ were without counsel. Both pleaded mittee. which consists of Walter H. motion picture men ground away as
but call myself a peacemaker. Pew “guilty" but Grotton made answer Butler, Zelma M. Dwinal and Ray if their lives depended on it The
Kickapoo was back in her home port
peacemakers are demanding our dis to the widely rumored charge that mond E. Thurston.
by mid-afternoon Saturday, and her
armament by our nation alone. What bootleggers flourished in his place.
The
act
which
would
abolish
the
we want is simultaneous, universal "I do not doubt that bootleggers Knox County Game Preserve was officers and men lost no time in doll
disarmament by each nation's cut come to my place as patrons," said unanimously opposed. “It ought to ing up for the ball which was so
ting down its own last' year's appro he, “but I do not know how I can be kept going as a part of the happily and successfully given in
priations for defence, say ten per prevent that. I try to run a clean, State’s general policy," said Judge Temple hall that night.
cent each year, thus reducing the first-class place."
Butler. “We can have a garden of
"Grotton has never complained to Eden there if we pull together. It
awful burden of armaments which
is impoverishing the nations and is me about bootleggers frequenting was closed entirely at the request of YOUR FAVORITE POEM
—
wholly unnecessary if we exercise his place," intervened Deptuy Sheriff Mr. Parsons, who was commissioner
I If I had to live my life again I would
commonsense. The nations would be Ludwick.
at the time, and somebody, after two have made a rule to read some poetry
"Within the past three months I years, has taken a sudden interest I and listen to some music at least once
glad to follow our lead. An interde
a week. The loss of these tastes Is a
pendent world, as sensitive now as have had three complaints about the undoing what has been done."
loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
is a man's nervous system to fluctua Orange and Black," added Judge
It was felt that the bill to exter
tions of opinion and appropriations Butler.
minate
vermin
should
be
supported
THE NEIGHBOR LIGHT
Grotton paid $50 and costs (the and Warden Smallwood declared
for defence in other countries, is act
There's someone sick across the way—
whole
amounting
to
$65.68
>
fbr
ing insanely if it expects to get se
I see the anxious lights
that there are altogether too many
curity by continuing the pre-1914 "maintaining a place which was re foxes in the preserve. They destroy j Flame in the windows which arc gray
|
Thus late on other nights.
sorted
to
for
the
purpose
of
gamb

methods which ended in unutterable
rabbits and trout.
ling." while Levins was fined $10 and
loss for everyone.
Judge Butler said that the Bog. as I My heart flies through the dark with
fear
Veterans who are defying the costs 'amounting in all to $16.42 for a game preserve had not come quite
And kneels before their door;
President’s bonus veto, by coercing participation.)
up to expectations for the very rea These strangers now seem very near.
The
machines
and
punchboards
a Congress looking out for votes;
son that the commissioner and war
Whom I scarce knew before.
veterans who ignore
President were ordered destroyed and the dens had been denied the privilege
I
And
lest, perchance, they lift a blind
money
in
the
machines
was
for

Hoover's statement that we, the
of exterminating vermin. *
I To urge the dawn be fleet.
safets nation in the world are spend feited to the county treasury.
The bill which would compensate [ And lest their anguished eves but And
The mute uncanny street.
ing more than any other for defence;
landowners for loss of hunting priv
and who applaud Admiral Pratt's
Now is the time to have your quilts ileges and damaged property was j I'll set my lamp and let its ray
proposal to take a thousand million and blankets washed. Call The Peo declared right in principle, but. it
Shine brightly for their sake;—
more of the taxpayers' dollars to ple's Laundry. Littlerock street. Tel. was felt that remuneration at 50 j A little neighbor light to say
That I. too. am awake.
protect a nation that has had as the 170.—adv.
25-31
cents an acre was a trifle stiff. The
—Claire Wallace Flynn.
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MODERATOR’S”

DAY

T H R FF.-TIME S-A-^REK
Rockland, Me., March 3, 1931.
Personally appeared Prank S. Lyddle Town Meeting Season—Upsets In St. George—Wider
who on oath declares that he Is Press
man in the office of The Courier-Gazette,
Bridge At North Haven—Other Matters
and that of the issue of this paper of
Feb 28. 1931. there was printed a total
of 6.368 copies. WALTER H. BUTLER. I
Notary Public.
Armed forces marched to the St. himself a capable navigator These
A double minded man is unstable George P°UinS Place yesterday— officers were chosen’

0-1)21

Just a gentle wipe
gleams
with spotless newness

and FRIGID AIRE

CHARLES A. PATTERSON
Charles Aseph Patterson was born
June 7, 1873. in Margaretville, N. 8.,
son of Thomas and Isabelle PattersonAt the age of 15 he yielded to the lure
of the sea and was a captain at 21.
Captain Patterson had visited all
parts of the world and served as mas
ter of many vessels including the Wil
liam Rice and the Helen of this port
and many craft of New York entry.
He was a master mariner of the old
school.
He was married May 4. 1901, to Alice
Wall of Tenant’s Harbor who survives.
They spent all their married life in
this city except a short time in Phila
delphia. Captain Patterson was a
man of sterling character and an
even, happy disposition which did not
desert him during the trying five
years of invalidism or the weeks !
of his painful last sickness.
Funeral services were held Thurs
day from his late home on Elm street
with the Odd Fellows in charge. The
bearers were Allen Sawyer, Capt
John Bernet,, Alfred Lamb and Wil
liam Seavey. Capt. Patterson was
also a member of Rockland Lodge, F.
and A. M.. the Chapter and Council.
A brother John of Medford, also sur
vives.

, A ,, °i?b e min , man, .*? unstable , anned
ballots for one of the most
Selectmen, Assessors and Over
iu ai. ins ways - James 1.8.________ spirited running fights the old town seers of Poor—Leon B. Stone. George
~
I has seen in many years. The only F. Lewis and Herman W. Crockett.
The current issue of. the Saturday i town official who had nothing to risk
Town Clerk—Foy W. Brown.
Evening Post contains the first of I in the battle was Town Treasurer R.
Treasurer and Collector of Taxes—
sweep of a clean, damp doth
Porcelain-on-steel! As freshly
two articles written by Gilbert Pat- i r. Pierson, who was reelected without Frank Beverage.
white as the frozen snow on a
won’t whisk away!
ten of Camden under the title of ’ a dissenting vote.
Auditor—V. L. Beverage.
mountain slope. Its glass-like,
No smudgy pattern of finger
"Dime Novel Days or My Start as a j Granville N. Bachelder had no opS. S. Committee—Foy W. Brown.
gleaming surface simply won't prints need ever decorate the
Writer.” The second article will ap- position as moderator, and filled that
Constable and Traffic Officer—
harbor any dirt that one gentle front of your Frigidaire! No spi IIpear this week. To those who have office In his usual capable manner,
Rodney A. Haskell.
ings will ever stain its ever
Road Commissioner—Ray M. Bev
ever read dime novels, or even those j Town Clerk C. E. Wheeler figured
lasting, frosty-white interior!
who have not the story is one of ab- . in the first contest and received 171 erage.
Not even lemon juice can mar
sorbing interest, calling to the minds votes against 90 for his opponent, AiSexton—Herman Crockett.
or mark it!
of older readers the days when so j bert Smalley.
Fire Warden—P. L. Brown.
The Frigidaire the bride of
many were following the continued ' Fred H. Smalley was reelected to
Harbor Master—I. E. Simpsoil.
The town's orators had their inn
stories in the Family Story Paper, his former position as first selectman
tomorrow buys will boast the
Fireside Gompauion, New York ousting the incumbent, Charles Harri- ings when the articles were readied
same pure, orange-blossom
Weekly. New York Ledger, Golden man, by a margin of 22 votes. Wini- which dealt with the widening of the
whiteness on her Golden
Davs. Golden Argosy and other pub- fred Tabbutt defeated George Allen Pulpit Harbor bridge and sewer con
Wedding Day!
lications. From the moment Mr. for second selectman T56 to 126. A struction. It was voted to raise
•
•
•
Patten amazed his father by selling three-cornered fight for third select- $5,600 for the former purpose and
Beautiful, durable Porcelainhis first story for $6 he has become man was won by Fred Seavey, whose $7,000 for the construction of sewer
on-steel is one of the very real
one of the most prolific writers of opponents were Miss Harriet Long The bridge is to be so widened that 1
advantages of Frigidaire
MAINE’S FOGGIEST SPOT
cars may pass one another, and the
boys’ stories in the country, his best and Water I. Kangas.
Advanced Refrigeration.
known nom de plume beitig Burt L • Two members of the school board estimated cost is $25,000. county and
The foggiest spot in the United
There are many others. We
States now has been located definite
Standish. He summers regularly in | were elected: Frank F. Robinson for State joining.
invite you to come in and
The principal appropriations were:
ly and the exact degree of its gloom
Camden.
two years and Miss Harriet Long lor
learn
all
about
them.
certified to properly by high official
three years. For tax collector Joseph Town charges. $1,000: roads and
j authority.
The "split’’ sentence bill to permit |
had 191 votes and Adelbert ] bridges, $3,000; common schools.
It surrounds Moose Peak light
Simmons 94.
$2,300: free high school. $2,700; text
judges in criminal cases to fine perhouse, on the northern coast of
The big contest of the day was over books. $225; school supplies, $300;
orTprobation1 'bMause^a^ail’sentence the office of road commissioner. Al- repairs on school buildings. $300;
Maine.
The Lighthouse Service,
was'considered^oo^xtreme camento i ^ert Rawiey-wh°ha®heid t,,e °®ce
™s’.r?°’Psta‘e
r°^
which has full knowledge of such
THE
NEW
ALL
WHITE
PORCELAIN-ON-STEEL
FR1G1DA1RES
conditions around the coastal Unit
thp House in new draft from the ' for ten >'ears or more- '°St OUt to $2,665; maintenance of State aid
ARE SOLD WITH A THREE-YEAR SERVICE GUARANTEE
ed States, finds that during the year
committee on Legal Affairs with a ^arenee Thompson by a vote of 167 road. $2,000; maintenance of third
Lime City Sales, Inc.. 503 Main Street, C. E. Mariner, Camden, Maine
just ended. Moose Peak experienced
divided report. The new draft pro- I 10 l<>0- . .
:c ass roaf ’
Ernest Rawley, Tenant's Harbor
Rockland. Maine. Tel. Rockland 967
1526 hours of fog, an average of four
vides that in case of first offenders ; The principal appropriations were:
Camden 2007
Damariscotta 105-4 Stahls Radio Shop, Waldoboro. Maine I hours for each and every day.
Walter S. Bowden, Cooper’s Mills, Me
the jurge may'in his discretion im- Schools! all purposes) $13,125; roads
Associate Dealers—
II. F. Bossa Stores, Friendship. Maine
STRAND THEATRE
Two other Maine points, Libby
pose a fine and a jail sentence and and bridges. $3000: early work on
S. F. Prentiee, Bristol Mills, Maine
Gorden & Lovejoy, Union, Maine
Island and Petit Manan, came clos$350; toward completion of
Kelseip Garage, South Bristol, Maine
A -T. Norwood & Sons, Warren, Maine
suspend the sentence and place the highways.
___ _ __________
Hollywood is always associated in
State_________
Aid road. __
$1599;
maintenance
person on probation. The bill, with ____
out the first offender provision, was of State highways^ $727.80; snow bills, , people's minds as a place where
congregates and motion pic
opposed before the committee by the $$8000; salaries, $2775; miscellaneous, beauty
$2000; poor. $2500: town bond. $1000- ture studios are similarly catalogued
Maine Christian Civic League.
Nine members signed the majority interest on road bond. $200; cutting as centers of pulchritude where only
"ought to pass” report while Repre bushes, $650; on town debt, $1000; the most alluring have a chance to
CITY STORE ABOLISHED
sentative Sargent, Brewer, filed a State board of health* $100; repairing survive.
A
direct
contradiction
to
this
uni

minority "ought not to pass’ report. third class roads, $476; High School
toilet system. $1000; addition to High versal conception of the movie center
School building. $2000. (supplement was made apparent when Metro- Its Doom Sounded Last Night By City Fathers—Echoes of
Something new in the line of ing similar amount raised last year); Goldwyn-Mayer sent out a cal! lor
March Session
flavoring was discovered by a new special roads. $3925; sidewalk at Port "homely women" to be used in
Rockland bride this week, according Clyde. $100; liability insurance, $210: “Paid,” Joan Crawford's latest star
to reports in circulation around the High School library. $75; on special ring production which will be showm
corner of Park street. It seems that resolve $400; schoof
at the Strand Wednesday and Thurs
Thurs-
The City Government last night property, chairman of the park com
school janitor, $350.
her youthful husband, who travels
____________
day.
voted to abolish the city store, an in- mission and mayor.
considerably, partook of a cake
WARREN
The women were to play the roles stitution which was automaucally
The order for a light on Camden !
cooked by the bride and enjoyed it
_____ ’
of inmates of a penitentiary and eliminated when the old building on street was denied.
immensely as he had always been
the election of town officers yes- everyone who has ever been through Spring street was torn down. Henry
Winslow-Holbrook Post was grant- ,
partial to nutmeg cakes. "Boy. whatterday was marked bv a solitary con- a typical women's prison knows that H. Payson was keeper. ed a license to hold a sparring exhibi- .
a girl,” he said as he licked his chops , test c T Moodv defeating Elbert L the hard-boiled, criminal-schooledThese men were drawn for traverse
tion.
after finishing off her first meal.
stajrejt by approximately a dozen inmates are no beauty-salon types, jury service at the May term of Su- ! W. F. Tibbetts was appointed
Mother-in-law came in after supper
3
Consequently the
the need
need for
for plain
perior Court: Henry M. deRoche- weigher of coal.
and searched for a can of bird food
mont, 106 Pleasant street; Edwin R.
C. B. Hall bestowed excellent serv women.
that she had placed in the pantry ice in his familiar capacity as mod
"Paid" was adapted from the sen- Edwards, 70 Cedar street; Harold W.
WILL SEE OUR HAWKS
cupboard,
"Oh.
my
heavens!” erator, while the town -was only too sational Bavard Veiller underworld Waldron. 42 Holmes street; Stephen
Europe is going to see some plain
£raera*± ™.™’' NndhL™°±^glad * elect O Dudley Gould a« ‘own drama, "Within the Law." Miss | Smith, 111 North Main street; Clarthat was nutmeg.
No harm
clerk for na 27th term. Other officers Crawford as the shop girl who is ence H. Merrifield. 332 Pleasant and fancy speed flying. Captain
but the yarn was just too good for chosen unanimously were:
sent to prison for a crime which she street; Arthur L. Rogers, 17 Beech Frank M. Hawks, holder of the transthe boys to keep to themselves.
Selectmen, Overseers of Poor and did not commit plays her first street: Clifford A. Hamilton. 29 continental record, announced SunChestnut street.
day he would take his fast plane
--------------'■—
I Road Commissioners—A. M Hilt, C. straight dramatic role—adv.
-----------------The city records were amended across the Atlantic about the end of
An exchange says among recent C. Starrett and C. M. Spear.
A commission which finds one with reference to the acceptance of March for an extended tour. He will
acquisitions at Houston’s bookshop in
Assessors—C. B. Hall. H. L. Kenthing and recommends another will Community Park, and that property consult foreign airplane technicians,
Portland is a collection of early niston and P. R Bowley.
probably be best appreciated by those will henceforth be under the supervi- inspect European transport lines.
copies of the National Geographic
Treasurer—Willis R. Vinal.
Senators and Congressmen who vote . sion of the High School principal, and attend the International Aircraft
magazine. It was small, with only a
Fish Agent—C. B Hall.
few pages of text and one or two
The principal appropriations were: one way and drink another.—Judge, 'chairman of the committee on city Show in Stockholm in May.
black and white illustrations of mea- Schools $10,325; roads, sidewalks
gre interest. These date back into and bridges. $12568: support of poor,
the 90's They contrast vividly with $5000; salaries. $2200: miscellaneous,
the modern magazine of this title, $3773. The total of appropriations
with its colored illustrations ^tyl was $24,266 or about $4000 more than
varied articles girding the globe in last year. This is due in part to the
scope and extending into remote re- fact that pauper bills have practigions. Houston’s bookshop, by the i cally doubled,
way, is an outgrowth of a former
-----------------Rockland business establishment, the
FRIENDSHIP
proprietor being A. J Houston, who
will be well remembered by older
With Moderator L. P. Winchenresidents.
bach at the helm Friendship had a
quiet town meeting day, and the
The Portland Society of Art held business was quickly dispatched
its annual spring exhibition last These officers were chosen:
Selectmen—O. C. Cook, Alvin
week and a well known Rockland ar
tist came in for special mention The Wotton and E. C. Brow.
Clerk—O. C. Cook.
Evening News said: “A. W. Merchant
Assessors—R. Bradford L .P. Willof Rockland presents one of the out
standing pictures of the exhibit chenbach and W. A. Bradford.
called “Evening—Rockland Break-! School Committee—A M. Wallace.
water.’ This must be seen to be ap ( (one year) and L. M. Neal (three
preciated. A wonderful piece of! y»ts).
work.” Mr. Merchant’s son Francis, Treasurer—L. C. Morton,
made his debut as an art exhibitor j Constables—John L Stevers and
showing a still life subject entitled A M- Wallace.
"The Blue Jar." It was of a calibre j Fire Warden—John L. Stevens.
Road Commissioner—A W. Mer
which showed him to be a chip off the
ton.
old block.
____________
1 Principal appropriations;
Poor, !
$700; common highways, $600; scnocl '
The request made by Arthur S. j budget, $6,200; town officers and in- |
Thomas of Grasmere, N. H„ in the ci<jentals. $1,200; patrolman, $230;
columns of Saturday's issue, for in- : street lights, $550; fire departrr.en’,
formation as to when the Boston and $150; sn0Wi $400; interest, $400; suBangor boats were transferred from : perintendent of schools, $250; High
Atlantic wharf to Tillson’s wharf, ■ gchool tuition, $375; schoolhouse re- !
Large
was very promptly answered by Miss , pajrs $700; insurance and lights in I
Pkg.
Blanche C. Ingraham. Consulting ' schools, $1^75; State aid road. $1,066;
the diary kept by her father the late special appropriation for roads, $775;
Capt. Otis Ingraham, she learned 1 maintenance of third class roads,
Aunt
that the Cambridge was the first {244; tractor and snow plow, $1,600
Boston and Bangor boat to land|(with similar payment next year); I
Jemima
there, and that the date was Friday, schoolhouse bond, $1,000; outstandOct. 1, 1880. Capt. Ingraham was in ing notes, $500 There were 25 articommand.
cles.

Free!
For the entire year of
1931 we will give ’/«th
Sack of Norman R.
Flour in exchange for
twelve labels taken
from our Three Crow
I 2 oz. Baking Powder
Can and brought in to
us. This is the first and
only Citrous Baking
Powder to be placed on
the market. Absolutely
Pure.

JOHN BIRD CO.
Rockland, Maine

FRIGIDAIRE

est to the Moose Peak record, but
fourth place went clear across the
United States, to Point Reyes on the
Pacific ocean. That station officially
recorded 1398 hours of fog in 1930.
However, 1930 was not particularly
a foggy year, it appears from scan
ning the long time records of the

Lighthouse service. In 1907 Seguir
light, another Maine station, actuallj
reported 2734 hours of fog, and wa:
required to keep its fog horn bus
warning mariners for one-third o
every day in the year. That is th
top notch they recorded for Ameri
can fog persistence.

A*.**.*.-.*.*—.—.

EX

The Finest Performinq Six Hudson Ever Built

*595

ROCKLAND DIVISION

WEEK OF MARCH Z

Ocean Spray Pure

SOAP
’25'
Bars

Cranberry Sauce
Z5*

MAINE MAID

BABBITT’S

LYE

Xc.X5c Mince Meat z 59
Quaker Oats THREE PURE
Large Tins

ONE TIN PIE PLATE FREE

VANILLA

Mc

Z Ounce Bottle

Pancake Flour

Moving pictures, showing birds,
deer, moose. State Hatcheries, Feed
ing Stations and various subjects of
wild life in Maine will be presented
Friday evening, for Educational Club
members by Mrs. Gertrude Alexan
der of Augusta, who knows these
pictures and is sent here by the de
partment of Inland Fisheries and
Game. Team reports, Civics lesson,
Psychology will come during the
afternoon.
Lewiston was greatly excited last
week over the threat of an unknown
person to wreck its new High School
building or do bodily harm to the
builder, E. F Maxim, through the
use of dynamite. Among the inter
ested readers of the story was Dep
uty Sheriff Ludwick. who was in Mr.
Maxim's employ for a number of
years and who feels a son’s affection
for him.

Judge Max L. Pinansky, who is to
speak before the Baptist Men's
League at the March meeting was1
tendered a complimentary banquet
by 400 Portland citizens at the Fal-1
mouth Hotel last Wednesday night.;
He has recently retired from the
municipal judgeship. Many tributes
told of his strong hold on the people
of the Forest City.

Per
Pkg,

NORTH IIAVEN
When town meeting was called to
order yesterday there was a large
attendance, including quite a num
ber of visitors from Vinalhaven who
had come across to view the spring
styles in parliamentary practice.
They saw Frank Beverage, as mod
erator, steer the ship of state over
a harmonious course, again proving

Don’t Cough
USE

McCARTY’S
COUGH STOP
It is an old fashioned cough mix
ture made from a formula handed
down from our grandmother s
time. Used for coughs and ordi
nary Throat Irritations.

Competes with the Lowest in price
Challenges the Finest in Quality
Essex challenges the performance
of any six, regardless of price! It
introduces fine-car style and SuperSix smoothness to the lowest price
field. It is strongly built to assure
lasting satisfaction and utmost de
pendability. It matches the econ
omy of cars most noted for low
operating cost. It gives you Rare
Riding Comfort for the first time
in a car of its amazing low price.

All seats are wide and deep — with
Jots of room for comfort while
riding. Head-room and leg-room
are greater, doors are wider, bodies
are insulated against weather and
noise. All controls are easy to
reach and operate. Your nearest
Hudson -Essex dealer is ready to
give you a demonstration. Go test
its challenging performance and
Rare Riding Comfort yourself!

The Value Sensation in a Year of Sensational Values

Price 50c Bottle
SOLD BY

d. l. McCarty

ommencement parts have been,
THE NORTHEND DRUGGIST
irded at H( bron Academy and it is
id that Knox County comes In,
ROCKLAND, ME.
one of the honors. Douglas,
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
Iker of Thomaston, son of Mr.
Mrs. Lee Walker, and graduate S. & ’H. Green Trading Stamps
rhemaston High School, will de-; given with every» purchase—ask
r the address to the undergrad-, for them!

BLAISDELL AUTOMOBILE COMPANY
712 Main Street

Rockland, Maine

Telephone 896

13c

NORWEGIAN

Sardines

Schumacher’s
XXX Graham
Health Flour

5-Pound
Sack

19

WHEATIES

5 c», XSe

Packages

NATION-WIDE

MACARONI
SPAGHETTI 3
or

Z7

CROW

s™ SLICED PINEAPPLE
Large Can

XS’
CALO
CAT and DOG
FOOD

Z9

JIM DOLE'S No. 1 GRADE

PACKAGES

ELBOW MACARONI

X5C

SPLENDID RICE

19c
- ‘J ■'

- -

1-Lb. Pkgs.

LITTLE BUSTER

POP *
CORN X5C
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
March 5—Evening card party at Cop
per Kettle by Candy Table committee
of Untversallst Church.
Mar«h 5—Evening bridge at Copper
Kettle.
March 6 (3 to 9.301—Educational Club
meeting. Copper Kettle orch.
March 8—Rt. Rev. Benjamin Brewster
visits St. Peter's parish.
March 6—Charter Night of Waldoboro
Lions Club.
March 9—Shakespeare Society meets
with Mrs. Ella Buftum. Grove street.
March 9—Vinalhaven Town Meeting.
March 9—Hope town meeting.
March 10 -Chapin Class bridge at Mrs.
David Talbot's.
March 11—Bates-Tuft Intercollegiate
debate at High School Auditorium.
March 11—"In the Fountain of youth"
nt Methodist vestry.
March 13—Colby Glee Club at H. 8.
Auditorium.
March 16—Union town meeting.
March 17—St. Patrick's Day.
March 18—Monthly meeting of Baptist
Mens League.
March 29—Palm Sfinday.
March 21 (9.07 a. m.)—Spring begins,
April 5—Easter Sunday.

Because March came in like a lamb
is it going to reverse tradition and
go out like a lion? Moderate (even
springlike) weather Sunday and
Monday. This morning cloudy, wind
northeast and temperature 28 de
grees above zero.

John Newman is in Boston at
tending the furniture show.

WITH THE BOWLERS

Fred Colson is in Bangor attend
ing a conference of wire chiefs.

Shadow of the Burpee Furni
ture Co. F.y'ls Athwart the
Federals

Everett Blethen has joined the
sales force of the Portland Engraving
Co.
William O. Abbott, former lime
manufacturer, and city marshal, died
Sunday. Funeral services at 28 Ran
kin street Wednesday at 2 p. m.

Members of Gen. Berry Lodge will
have a card party at the club room
on Main street, Thursday afternoon
at 2. Fish chowder will be served at
5.30.
Contracts for the construction of
six federal aid road projects have
been approved by the Governor and
Council. One of these is for 2.84
i miles of concrete road in the town of
! Warren.

The newly elected officers of CanI ton Lafayette Auxiliary will be in
stalled Wednesday evening by Mrs.
! Inez Crosby, vice president of the
Auxiliary Association of Maine,
j Supper will be served at 6.

It is reported that the New York
The awning man is much in de express will arrive here as early as
mand these days.
6 o’clock when the summer train
schedule goes into effect. This will
Elmer Ames is remodelling his please the readers of Boston news
house at Ingraham Hill.
papers to say nothing of those who
like to get their mail early.
The Speech Readers Club meets
Thursday afternoon at 2.30.
There will be a Woman’s prayer
meeting tomorrow forenoon at 10
Raymond C. Perry is confined to o’clock at the homes of Mrs. Bertha
his home on Summer street by Spofford, 10 Otis street and Mrs. L.
grippe
G. Perry, 5 Adams street. These
meetings conducted under the aus
Last week's prizes at Carr's alleys: pices of the Baptist women of the
Daris. 143; Dudley, 137; Sanborn, city in different sections are helpful
133; J. Black, 124.
and interesting

William McLain has nearly com
A surprise program is in store for
pleted a bungalow on Carroll lane the Lions Club tomorrow and Parker
and will move in shortly.
Worrey is in charge. The Lion’s
quartets are tuning up for Friday
Kalloch Class meets this afternoon night when the club sends its big
for sewing in church parlors. Mem delegation to the charter night ex
bers will take lunch and remain to ercises of the new Waldoboro Club.—
Patchy, Pard and Allie have been
the evening meeting.
named as the committee for boys
Mr. Lane who has been occupying and girls week
the Maurer house, Frederick street,
has moved to Brunswick. Mr Lane
The many friends and admirers of
connected with the Fuller Brush Miss Gretchen Fletcher will be inter
ested to know that she is to continue
Company.
her dancing classes in the Thorndike
Miss Helen LaCrosse who has been grill Saturday afternoons when lessons
employed at the store ofi Fullet- will be given children in tap and toe
Cobb-Davis has resigned and has dancing; and on Monday evenings
entered the office of Dr. Mary Reu for adults in tap dancing. Arrange
ments for private lessons may also
ter, osteopath.
be made. The adult classes in
King Solomon's Temple Chapter, tap dancing promise to be great fun,
R.A.M.. at its stated convocation furnishing opportunity for those
Thursday night will have work on who wish to reduce to do so in a
the mark master degree, with re beneficial way, also to build up mus
cle, and, in short, will serve to pep
freshments afterward.
up the whole system and provide
There will be a meeting of the Past new lease on life.
Presidents Association Thursday
evening in the G.A.R. hall parlors at
Members of the
Universalist
7.30 preceding the meeting of Edwin church school were given a delight
Libby Relief Corps.
ful party Saturday afternoon in the
vestry under the direction of the
The Auxiliary of Sons of Union teachers and officers. In the absence
Veterans will meet tomorrow even of Rev. George H. Welch. Miss Ellen
ing with public supper at 6, Mrs. J. Cochran acted as chairman, with
May Cross, chairman. Practice work Mrs. Susie Davis and Miss Ruth Da
tor inspection will be in order at the vis in charge of the refreshments. In
Business session.
addition to general games a program
was presented featuring the various
The Maine Street Feed and Seed classes. Miss Alice Fuller’s class
tore is the title given by Henry H. gave an entertaining skit entitled
'ayson to the place of business he “At the Ticket Office.” In the cast
dll oDen in the near future at 503 were Ruth Pike, Muriel McPhee,
Iain street. The veteran merchant Ruth Rhodes, Frances Marsh, and
dll receive a warm welcome.
Winifred Dimick. Primary pupils
under the direction of Miss Mary
The annual convention of the Bird gave group songs. Gordon
laine Woman’s Christian Temper- Bowser in clever sleight of hand
nce Union is to be held in Norway- tricks and a recitation represented
,outh Paris. Sept. 23-25. The con- the class of Wilbur Senter, Jr., while
ention speaker will be Mrs. D. Mrs. E. W. Pike's class gave group
,eigh Colvin, president New York songs. Miss Myrtle Herrick pre
sented Billy Bicknell and Stuart
V.C.T.U.
MacAlman in recitations, and Miss
The steam lighter Atlas is at Cochran's class gave a novelty num
tonington loading granite which ber called "The Clock Shop"—the
rill be used in the construction of a girls were dressed to represent kinds
ew government office building in of clocks, with their faces in place of
Vashington. Six thousand tons are the dial.\. Those taking part were
□ be shipped to the Stonington Marian Marshall, Vernet Morgan,
Arlene Walker, Vivian Mullet^ Ger
uarry.
trude Heal. Vera Thompson, Helen
The meeting of Miriam Rebekah Withee, Marie Williamson, Winona
,odge tonight promises to be of un- Newton, Vivian and Hilda Foster,
sual interest as degrees will be con- Eleanor Tibbetts and Dorothy Dim
erred upon six candidates Pubic ick. Mrs. Evelyn Peaslee, teacher of
upper at 6.15 will be in charge of the kindergarten pupils, presented
Irs Lina Carroll and Mrs. Elizabeth her little charges in a play called
“The Story of Moses.” The cast:
Mrs. Peaslee, as The Mother; Mir
t Blethen hands us an invi- iam, Louise Veazie; Aaron, Philip
i a reception to the clerks of Wentworth: The Princess, Mary
scheduled to be held in the Cross: Maids. Alice Cross and Mar
rooms. A second glance at gery Mills. The tiny actors were let
shows that the event was to ter perfect and made the hit of the
ice Jan. 17, 1887. we fear program. Mrs. Susie Davis, teacher
1 be a bit tardy.
of the adult class, presented a mu
sical act—three opera singers in
• E Worrey returned Satur- elaborate (?) gowns direct from New
n Albany. N. Y., where he York.
Close inspection revealed
1 the convention of the New Mrs. Katherine Veazie, Mrs. Ruth
and New York districts of Palmer and Mrs. Davis herself. Mrs.
leral Ice Cream Corp. Mr. Helen Wentworth accompanied, and
also went to Springfield, also gave an original and very clever
nd Hartford, Ct., on business piano number imitating the various
types and kinds of music that issue
:he week.
fourth from a city apartment house.
Libby Relief Corps will hold The entire party was pronounced a
ay session at Grand Army great success, and left the young
ursday with picnic dinner, folks clamoring for another one in
i much to be done, which the near future.
i large number of workers
y Public supper at 6 will
arge of Mrs. Elizabeth Barowed by the usual evening

If Mothers Only Knew

.ockland High and Lincoln Acad/ will close their basketball seaThursday night in the local gym
■n they nieet to decide the chamiship of the Knox and Lincoln
gue. Both teams have won six
les apiece and lost one. The
•kland girls will also play the Lini Academy sextet in their last
ie of the season. At Newcastle
first of the season the Lincoln
regation barely nosed out the
il quintet by a 25 to 24 score and
■kland will be out for revenge. In
probability each team will have
full strength in the lineup and it
uld be the best game of the seaA large crowd is expected and
ny extra seats will probably be arged in order to accommodate the
Let the People’s Laundry. Limerock
treet, clean your rugs and carpets,
'el. 170—adv.
25-31

If the womanpwho took the millry brushes from Gonia’s storp
onday afternoon will see that they
e returned the matter will be
opped —adv.

Thousands of Children Suf
fer from Worms, and Their
Mothers Do Not Know What
the Trouble Is.
t
Signs of Worms are: Constipation de
ranged stomach, swollen upper lip, offen
sive breath, hard and lull stomach with
pains, pale face, eyes heavy, short dry
cough, grinding of the teeth, little red
points on the tongue, starting during
sleep with troublesome dreams, slow fever.

Mrs. H. N. Roberts. 502 Asylum St.,
Flint, Mich,, wrote: “My little girl
is relieved of her worms.” And in
a later letter wrote: “Baby is fine
and It was your Dr. True’s Elixir
that helped her.” _____________

Dr.True’s Elixir
LAXATIVE
WORM EXPELLER
A pure herb Laxative and not a
harsh stimulator; quick, natural
relief from constipation.
Family size 81.20; other sizes 60c & 40c.

! The Federals lead in the City
I League owindled sadly last week and
that team starts down the home
stretch with a percentage lead of
only .014. The Forty Club, 2 or 1,
i on the ether hand, increased its lead
I in ;he County League and seems to
| have little to fear. The standing.
City League
Teams
W I. PC. PF
Federals
50 25 .667 20929
Burp. Fur. Co.
49 2G .653 20458
The Pirates
44 26 .629 19122
40 Club No. 3
42' 28 .G00 19162
Boiler Makers
43 37 .538 21630
Ford Motor Co. 30 40 .429 18813
Street Railway
19 51 .271 18624
Rock. Body Shop 18 62 .225 21177
Knox County League
Teams
W L PC. PF.
40 Club No. 2 or 1 64 16 .800 22906
Dark Hcxses
50 30 .625 22878
5 Aces
48 32 .600 22791
Under Dogs
24 41 .453 21082
Central Maine
31 39 .443 19928 j
Wholesalers
29 41 .414 19467
j Kickapoo C. G
31 40 .388 22054 '
L.P.C. Dragons
18 57 .240 20657 )
• « « •
The Wholesalers struck a snag
Friday night when Forty Club No. 1
used the outfit as a vacuum cleaner
and won by 151 pins. Orff had a
field day, bowling 117, 99 and 111 suc
cessively. The summary:
Forty Club—Orff, 327; Jackson,
291; Stinson, 286; F. Black, 307; J.
Black, 308; total, 1,519.
Wholesalers—Jordan, 267; Rogers,
286; McLoon, 276; Chisholm, 277;
French, 264; total, 1,370.

ANNOUNCING

Spring Opening
of the new

Bon Ton Dress Shoppe
Thursday, March 5
Modest Prices

Quality Goods

A Brand New Line Styled Up To the
Minute

Dresses
Coats

Suits
Hats

Every article fresh from the New York
Style Marts. Prices Modest, Service
Courteous and Prompt

Bon Ton Dress Shoppe
352 Main Street

Rockland

V
V/A.

"ON MY SET”
An early morning session today
netted me two stations new to
mv list—WIAS of Ottumwa, la.,
and WMBD of Peoria Heights, III.
The Bon Ton Dress Shop will open
Thursday in the store next north of
Newberry’s.

Rockland Lodge of Elks will ob
serve “ladies’ night” Wednesday
night. Munro-Kirk orchestra.

I. H. Schellinger, local manager of
the Gulf Refining Co., has leased the
William Dorman house on North
Main street.
Excellent progress is being made
on the Gulf Refining Co.'s new dock
at the Northend. The granite piers
are nearly all in place.
The sheriff’s force received a fra
ternal call last week from Deputy
Crodker of Bristol, a new member of
the official family in Lincoln County.

Manley T. Perry, proprietor of the
Park Street Cafe, has returned from
Boston, bringing a new Reo 8 Royal
motor car. The machine has a com
plete modern equipment, not forget
ting a Philco radio set.
The W.C.T.U. will meet at 2.30 Fri
day afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Leila Stevens, 22 Rockland street.
The leader is Miss Florence Hastings,
subject, “How to use the Union Sig
nal: the most celebrated woman of
Maine.”

MM

UNION

Ford Motor Co, defeated Forty !
Club No 3 by the scant margin of '
seven pins Friday night. Glendenning was the only man in the 300
class, but Jameson had high string—
116. The summary
Ford Motor Co.—Black, 276; Cope- !
land. 275; Jameson 296; Porter, 279; [
McPhee, 279; total, 1,405.
Forty Club No. 3—GJendenning, i
309; McLoon, 282; Orff. 267; Daris.
272; Marshall, 268; total, 1,398.

The Rockland bowlers who are
Remember the baby conference at seeking new worlds to conquer might J
the M. E. vestry Friday afternoon tackle George A. Briery of Auburn,
with Dr. Plumer and Miss Lawrence who bowling simultaneously in two
in attendance.
alleys made a three-string total of
N. M. Hannan is ill at his home.
397 on one and 326 on the ather. His
Rosamond Danforth is caring for best single was 172.
* * • .
Mrs. Angelo Howard who is ill.
Linnell Mc Quilliken is working at The Ford Motor Co. defeated the
Federals 1410 to 1329 at Carr’s alleys
the quarry.
There will be no meeting at Seven last night.
Tree Grange Wednesday evening be
BARACA CLASS PLAY
cause of the mass meeting to be held
at Town hall to discuss the advisabili
ty of building a new high school.
“The Tinker" To Be Presented By a
There were nine tables of bridge at
Competent Cast Middle of March
the O.EJ3. card party Friday night.
The first prize went to A. T. Norwood
In line with a procedure estab
of Warren. The next party will be
lished two years ago Baraca Class of
held March 13.
Helen Grinnell who is attending the Methodist Church is to present a
business college in Portland spent the play during the Lenten season. The
weekend at home.
Choice for this year is “The Tinker"
Mrs. Charles Howe is at Knox Hos a three-act play written by Dr. Fred
pital
.Bastman, professor of religious
Congratulations are being extended u~ma at the ,chicag0 Thedogical
Meservev. Robert Farris. Jr.
Jr
.
to> Clifton Meservey,
and Annie Mae Rhodes who have Seminary, after an intensive study of
the
life
of
St.
Francis
of
Assisi.
II
<6
been chosen to attend the Eastern
States Exposition in Springfield, visited Assisi in Italy and frequent
Mass., this fall, because of their ex ed the places where St. Francis lived
cellent work in the 4-H Club. The and worked. While the play is built
expenses from their home and return on the inspiration of St. Francis' life,
are entirely paid by the State Cham it is entirely modern in its setting
ber of Commerce. There are only “c“rinf ? a ^ern. Southern New
eight chosen from Knox-Lincoln I ^^^nd home^~ The. cast
David Whitney, George W. Gay;
Counties and Union has three of
Ethel, his wife, Mrs. Ruth Ellingthese.
At the regular meeting of Seven ’°od' tJack'
S0I?'tCarL
Tree 4-H Club held at the high school
rjorie, his daughter Mhs Lou.se
building last Friday these officers Dolliver; Jeremy, his brother, Dr. H
Tweedie; Jane Seymour, college
were elected: President, Robert Farris, V.
of Marjorie's, Miss MadJr.; vice president, John Burns; sec roommate
retary, Clifton Meservey; treasurer,I lene Rogers; The Tinker, Rev. Jesse
Tbredren;.evl0re bbtrer’
Thei action of the play takes place
“S Jd
h.
eighl memDcrs in the living room of the Whitney
present and others are planning to i home Mr. BKenderdlne ls coaching

Patrolman George I. Shaw re
turned to the State Police head
quarters yesterday after spending a
brief vacation in Massachusetts. His
companions have been exchanging
knowing looks ever since they piped
the gold ring he is said to be wearing
Lionel Newbert (who has been in '
on a significant finger.
poor health for some time went to i
Knox Hospital last Tuesday for ob
An interesting weekend visitor in servation.
The auxiliary social last week in |
Rockland over the weekend was
Henry Sargent, 87, who with two honor of Washington’s Birthday was
other ex-members of the Legislature a very pleasant occasion. The young i
had just been paid special honors at folks enjoyed games and stunts and
the Capitol. Mr. Sargent is near all joined heartily .in the singing
ing nonogenarian ranks a remark with Mrs. Ethel Griffin at the piano, I
ably active man. He was a guest at Buttered popcorn, apples and delici
ous home made candy was served.
the Thorndike Hotel.
Next Thursday there will be an
Booth Bros, yesterday made their other ffll-day get-together meeting of
first shipment of granite for the members of the old Congregational
House offlde building in Washington, Ladies' Aid with picnic dinner at the
D. C. The stone was quarried at home of Mrs. Bertha Bryant. A cor
Somes Sound, shipped on a lighter to dial invitation is extended to all to
Portland where it will be re-shipped attend, taking their own work and '
to Hardwick, Vt. and cut—Work has have a good time.
Mrs. Frank Grinnell entertained a
been resumed in the granite quarry
dinner party last week in honor of1
at Wildcat, St. George.
her daughter Miss Louise, who re- '
turned Saturday to her work in Bos
BORN
ton.
•
BROWN—At Rockland. Feb. 25. to Mr.
Albert Reemts spent the weekend
and Mrs. Albert A. Brown, a daughter. at his home in Rumford.
Agnes Marie.
PUSHAW—At Camden Community Hos ' Charles Howe has received the sad
pital. March 1. to Mr. and Mrs. Harry news that the home of his parents in
Greenfield. Mass., was completely
Pushaw. a son.
WADSWORTH—At Vinalhaven. Feb. 24. ruined by fire last week.
to Mr and Mrs. Robert Wadsworth, a
There will be an all-day meeting
son, Fernald
LEDOUX—At Vinalhaven. Feb. 24. to Mr. ! of the Methodist Ladies' Aid Friday
and Mrs. Armand Ledoux, a daugh.er, j with basket lunch.
Several from this place have been
Janet.
CANDAGE—At Vinalhaven. Feb. 19. to in Rockland to hear Dr. Neighbour.
Mr. and Mrs. William Candage. a
A very pleasing feature of the Sundaughter, Ellen Loraine.
JOHNSON—At Swan’s Island, Feb 26. | day School was the closing hymn
to Mr. and Mrs. Royce Johnson, a son. given by Clarence Moody's class of
young men ,who sang very effectively
“The Old Rugged Cross.” It is earn
MARRIED
estly hoped to hear them again at no
PETERSON-McHENAN—At Vinalhaven. distant day as their singing was
Feb. 28, by Rev. P. J. Clifford. Rogner
Peterson and Miss Ruby C. McHenan. much enjoyed by everyone.

Spring!
New Shoes
FOR MEN

We offer shoes better than ever be
fore. Shoes that will look just as
good after days of wear as they do
when you buy them.

WALK-OVERS
$7.00, $8.50, $9.00

DIED

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Lewis A. Turner
who passed away March 1, 1928.
Although three years have rolled around.
8‘nce God called you away;
Your sunny smile and gent’s ways
Are missed the same today.
Father. Mother. Brother and Sister.
Somerville, Maine.
*

Spiritualist services at G.A.R. hall
Sunday 2.30 and 7.30 p. m. m. Mar

ternal application that should be
in every home. Sold only at

Johnston’* DrugStore
ROCKLAND
Sent Poet Paid on receipt of price
73 PARK ST.

76 oanta

Mtf

ODD
An Extra Special Continuance of Our Odd Lot Clearance Sale Gives
Some Extra Special Bargains—Note!

DAY BED BARGAINS
These are extra fine, sturclily made
Day Beds—panels or open ends

$17.95
Choice of several styles—comfortable mattresses—Beautiful New Art Cretonnes

OCCASIONAL CHAIRS

REMNANTS

We are offering some splen
did values in Tapestry and
Velour Occasional Chairs at

In our Floor Coverings De
partment — patterns for all
rooms—all sizes; also at

1-2 Regular Price

1-2 Regular Price

These Are True Bargains.

We Will Show You Hundreds of Others If You Will

Visit Our Great Store
EVERYTHING TO MAKE A HOUSE A HOME

STONINGTON FURNITURE COMPANY
Telephone 980
313-319 Main St.
Rockland, Maine

the production which promises to
maintain the high standard set by
"The Rock” and “St. Claudia” the
presentations of two previous years.

While a definite date has not yet
The world was created in seven
been named, it is expected the pro days. You see, it wasn't necessary to
duction will be in shape by the get Senate confirmation.—Belling*
middle of the month.
ham (Wash.) Herald.

MEAT SALE
Marrow Soup Bones

FRIENDLY FIVES
Friendly Fives, the largest manu
facturer of $5.00, therefore the
greatest value for your money.
Tan or Black

MEN’S RUBBERS
$1.00, $1.35

lb 10c

BACON SALE
- ff
lb. 19c Very Lean
Machine Sliced
Dry Cured Neatly Wrapped
HAM AND SPINACH
Ham Ends,
lb. 1 5c Our Regular 38c Quality Pound 29c
OTHER GOOD VALUES
A Peck of Spinach Free
1
Fish Bits,
3 lbs. 25c
BEEF TO ROAST
carton 17c
lb. 1 5c Matches,
Best Cuts Chuck,

Second Cuts Chuck,
Boneless Pot Roast,

lb. 1 2c
lb. 1 9c

BEEFSTEAK
Sirloin Boneless,
Round Steak,
Cube Steaks,

Gold Dust,
lb. 39c Cream Tartar,
lb. 29c Shrimp,
lb. 29c Fish Calces,

large pkg.
pkg.
2 cans
2 cans

WALK-OVER SIGN
ROCKLAND,
MAINE

23c
10c
29c
23c

PEACHES OR APRICOTS
HAM TO FRY OR BAKE
Armour’s Star,
lb. 3 9c 2 Medium Size Cans,
29c
Bantam Corn,
3 cans 29c
lb. 19c Sweet Tender Peas, 3 cans 33c
lb. 23c
lb. 19c Cheese,
lb. 1 Oc, 12c
SPECIAL COMBINATION

CORNED BEEF

Brisket,
Lean Middles,
Other Good Cuts,

2 pkgs. Pancake Flour
1 hot. Vermont Maid Syrup
All for 43c

Bread and Butter Pickles
23c
lb. 1 0c Family size jar,
Splendid With Spinacli
Crown Pilot, 2 3-4 lb. box 48c
lb. 10c Sunshine Sodas, 3 lb. box 39c
Pig Liver,
5 lb. bag 19c
lb. 19c Graham Flour,
Lean Hamburg,

SPECIAL
Corned Pig’s Hocks,

MAIL ORDERS FILLED

McLain Shoe Store

•••

OUR OWN
Sausage Patties,

STEWING CUTS
lb. 1 9c
Boneless Beef,
lb. 1 9c
Lamb Cuts,

both of Vinalhaven.

COGAN—Thomaston. March 2. Charles garet Newton in lecture asd mes
C Cogan. aged 66 years. 21 days. Fu sages.
24-26
neral Thursday at 2.30 o'clock.
ABBOTT—At Rockland. March 1. Wil
liam O. Abbott, aged 71 years, 3
months. 2 days. Funeral Wednesday
Why suffer torture* from Rheu
2 p. m. from residence 28 Rankin
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
street.
HAM—At Rockland. March 2. Rose (Ar
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
nold). widow of John W. Ham. aged
when
76 years. 10 nronths. 16 days. Funeral
Wednesday 2.30 from residence, 65
METHYL BALM
South Main street.
LEAF—At Worcester. Mass.. Feb. —.
will
bring
almoat inatant raliaf?
Margaret, widow of Axel Leaf, formerly
of Vinalhaven.
A scientifically compounded ex
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PERRY’S MARKET

FRIENDSHIP
Mrs. Crosby Prior and daughter
1 Thelma are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Edwin Prior in Woolwich.
Miss Barbara Perry of Rockland
is spending a week with Mr. and Mrs. j
Kenneth K. Thompson.
Roland Burns returned home
Tuesday from a few days' visit with
friends in Portland.
A vmv pleasant surprise party was
given Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Benner
at their home recently in honor
of their 15th wedding anniversary
Refreshments were served ana j
games played during the evening, i
and Mrs Benner was presented with '
a gift Those present were Mr. and
j Mrs. Crosby Prior, Mr. and Mrs. Al- (
fred Morton. Mr. and Mrs. William
Bramhall. Capt. and Mrs. Melvin
Lawry. Mr. and Mrs. Rav Winchen- '
paw. Mr. and Mrs. Waldo McFarland j
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Wotton. Mr. and
Mrs. Sherman Jameson, Mesdames
Carl Fales. Albert Jameson. Byron
Thompson. Laura Poland. Warren!
Hoffses.. Levi Noyes. Walter Wotton.
Myron Neal. Mattie Simmons. Lil
lian Burns. Lena Davis. Ethel Day. i
E A. Wincapaw, Master Albert;
Morton, all of Friendship and Mas
ter William Jameson of Waldoboro
Mrs. Lewis Bums is ill with pneu
monia in a Portland hospital.
Mrs. Sue Wotton entertained the ;
G. T. Club at her-home Wednesday
An excellent dinner was served by
the hostess. Those present were
Mesdames Laura
Poland. Olive
Noyes. Mamie Wotton. Catherine
Benner of Friendship and Mrs. Dor
othy Schmid of Cushing.
Arthur Burns is confined to his1
home by illness.
Thomas Benner, Jr., celebrated his
12th birthday Tuesday evening at
his home Ice cream, two delicious j
cakes and candy were enjoyed and
games were played. His guests were j
Herbert Benner. Jack Newbig. Al- .
bert Morton. William Jameson. Es- j
ther Simmons. Dorothy Burns and J
Mesdames Alice Simmons. Mamie j
Wotton. Olive Notes, Sue Wottcn.
Sarah Jameson. Olivia Hoffses. Lil
lian Burns. Dorothy Schmid and
Mrs. Catherine Benner.
Mrs. F. D. Armstrong and son
Knox returned to their home in Beach
Bluffs Thursday, after a several days
visit with Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Burns. ■
"Memory Lane." a comedy in three
acts, for the benefit of the Friend
ship Village School, will be given in
Bcssas hall, March 10. The cast of
characters will be: Hester Gray.
Margaret Johnson: Evangeline, her
younger half sister, Marcia Davis;
Obadiah Gray, father of the two
girls Donald Knapp; Mrs. G. Lester
Gordyn. Beatrice Bramhall; Rob°rt
Perry, a civil engineer. Charles
Grant; Willie Gordyn. Paul Sim, mons; and Jonah Crowe, a politi
cian. Clarence Morton. There will
be attractive specialties between the
acts. Reserved seats are now on sale
' at the drug store.

You will enjoy
Swift & Company’s

1931 Year Book

• • •••••• because the story of
Swift & Company’s activities for the year
1930 is of absorbing interest to every man
and woman.

It tells how a solidly organized concern,
dealing mainly in perishable foodstuffs,was
able to come through a year of general depres
sion, andearn dividends for its shareholders.
It shows that Swift & Company’s profits
come chiefly from savings and the elim
ination of waste.
It tells why a food monopoly by any
packer or group of packers is impossible.

There are chapters on the Consent
Decree and its modification; on Swift’s
service to the small retailer; on the incessant
competition in the packing business; on Swift
& Company’s marvelous distributive sys
tem—and many other important subjects.

• If you would like to have a
copy of Swift & Company's 1931
YeaT Book, please fill out this
coupon, and it will be sent to
you free of charge..........................

Please mail me Iree a copy ol Swift & Company’s 1931 Year Book.
Name___
Address.
. State.

Drink Tea . .

M3

at Luncheon

Tea is universally recognized as the ideal luncheon
beverage. It refreshes and stimulates.

If SALADA'n
ORANGE PEKOE & PEKOE
“Fresh from the Gardens”

14

FOR ANY

CHILD

baby has a fretful spell, is
feverish and cross and can’t
sleep, let Castoria soothe and
quiet him. Sometimes it’s a
touch of colic. Sometimes it is
constipation. Just keep Castoria
handy and give freely for any
of the above conditions; relief
will follow promptly.
HILDREN arc happy and
All through babyhood. Cas
carefree by nature, so toria is a mother’s standby, and
when they cry for no apparentwise mothers do not change to
reason any careful mother stronger medicines as the child
worries. No one can always grows older. Just increase the
guess just what is wrong hut dose of Castoria and keep the
the remedy can always he the youngster's stomach sweet and
same. Good old Castoria! the bowels in good order.
Tobe sureof getting genuine
There’s comfort in every drop
of this pure vegetable prepara Fletcher’s Castoria you should
tion and not the slightest harm
in its frequent use. As often as
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HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cor.t.)
1-Frail
36-Night (abbr.)
6-Crawls
38-Regret jxtremely
11-Travellsd by horse- 39-Terminate
back
40- Stannum (abbr.)
12- Join
41-Combin'iifl form—
13- Unit
new
14- Rescued
43- Comrades
16- Same as Noah
44- River in Poland
17- Point of compass
45- Gain
(abbr.)
47- Without .Latin)
18- Printer’s measure 48- Empties
49-Put away for future
(pl.)
19- Speck
21- A continent (abbr.)
VERTICAL
22- One who sells stai tionery
25- Aneient weapon
1- Leaves of ferns
26- Homeless wanderers 2- Solitary
27- Ernest (Sp.).
3- Chemical suffix
28- Moderated
4- Pronoun
30-A bone of the body 5- Froth
33-Fish of the bass
6- A creed
family
7- Printer's measure
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)

VERTICAL (Cont.)
B-Even (poet.)
9-A Mexican laborer
10-Moves by steam
14- A small drum
15- Gifts
18-Greek letter E
20-Territory (abbr.)
22- Chairs
23- Coast of W. Asia
Minor
2-!-Swift
28-Prohibited
29-Ever (Poet.)
31- A law degree (abbr.)
32- Supplied with men
34- Peruses
35- Wants
37-Rend
40-Mentally sound
42-Feminine name
44-Title
(
46- Nickel (abbr.)
47- As

TO LASTING HEALTH
Sargon Opened Happy Road
To W. L. Smith of Oak
land
"A nervous breakdown, an operation
and a siege of pneumonia is what
Ive been through within the past
j years," declared W. L. Smith. 438
E 17th street. Oakland. Calif.

Apparently nothing makes the
Senate madder than some one trying
to keep it from spending a few million dollars.—Ohio State Journal.

W. L. SMITH

•As a result, my whole system was
in
a terribly weakened condition. I
T E Libby returned Saturday from home in Winchendon. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Laine and son suffered from indigestion, constipaBoston.
The senior class. V.H.S.. held a Robert of Thomaston spent Sunday Ition, dizziness and backaches almost
dance at Town hall Saturday night, i W1.t?
and T^rrs;
H , continually; my blood was thin and
M»,e w «,
■
!T-S5S?SJaS,3ai5fS!««*» •»«
—•
Mrs. Joseph Kittredge returned in Rockland Tuesday.
gone. But since taking Sargon and
Monday from Portland where she
Mrs. G. O. Dolliver and daughter Sargon Pills, my whole system is in I
has been taking a course in Beauty
Lucille with out of town friend were splendid condition. I never have inCulture.
constipation, or any other
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Williams re NelKnner.
turned Friday from Boston having
Maurice Gilchrest is impro ing ailment now; and I have a feeling ot
been guests of their daughter Mrs.
somewhat from his recent illness.
strength and well-being I haven't enFrank Donohue.
Fred Robinson and son Fred were jOycd in months. I consider the SarMr. and Mrs. Alfred Ravmond
who have been spending the winter guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Ro gon treatment the greatest medicine
months in Marlboro. Mass., returned land Thompson in Friendship.
on earth."
home Saturday.
Briand says that Europe must i Soid by The Corner Drug Store,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Nichols, who unite or die. after which we will eon- Inc-, Rockland; by George H. Garhave been guests of their daughter tinue to watch her antics while she’s diner. Warren; and Harry L. Bossa
Mrs. Almon Young in Rockland, doing neither.—Weston Leader
of Waldoboro.—adv.
27-lt
have returned home.
Virginia Black arrived Saturday
from West Hartford. Conn., to spend
LEGAL NOTICE
the vacation with her parents Mr. KNOX 88.
and Mrs. J. S. Black.
I. I La tvton Bray. Treasurer of the County of Knox, hereby publish a list
all persons entitled to unclaimed shares of estates that have been paid or
At Odd Fellows' hall Friday eve of
transferred to me as said Treasurer under Chapter 78, Section 24 of the Revised
ning the officers of Canton Vinalha- Statutes 1930 of the State of Maine.
Amount
From
Date of Deposit
ven were installed by Capt. Maurice For
$663 17
Leadbetter with C. L. Boman acting Allen. Lizzie Heirs. Susan S. Slnghi Est..............................Dec. 5. 1925
58 32
Bowley. Sam i C. Heirs
.................................. July 21. 1913
' adjutant general and Everett Bill Berry. Geo. M. and Herbert. Daniel BerryEst................... June 30. 1930
8 21
6 36
ings acting aide. The new officers Bickford. Ivy ....................
.... ‘......................... Aug.23. 1921
1 93
................................ July 21. 1913
are: Warren Billings, captain: A. M. Cameron. Walter ...............
3 37
Carey. Mrs. Watie. H. M Jones Est.................................. Jan. 21. 1926
j Cassie, lieutenant; Emil Coombs, en Cunningham. Thos. Heirs
9
30
.................................. July 21. 1913
sign; Aubrey Ames, accountant. Re Dermont. Samuel. Sidney L. Ka'l Est............................. March 25, 1930
83 52
5
43
July 21. 1913
freshments were served. Smalley's Dillingham. Wm. Est.. John Spear Est..Total
Agnes. John Spear Est , Total ........
Orchestra furnished music for the Dillingham.
21.
...July
1913
Durrell Louisa. Est. John So<-r E-• Total .......
i dance.
.. Oct. 16. 1930
89 63
.. Oct. 16. 1930
44 82
__ ________
________
News was received
Saturday
of the Dyer. Harry. Uriah N. Dyer. Est.
44 82
..
Oct.
16.
1930
rgarct Leaf of Wor- ,
c,'’aXUrlah N Dycr E ’
death of Mrs. Margare
Aug. 23. 1921
102 37
March 8. 1923
72 87
cester. Mass., widow of Axel Leaf. Mr ■ Foudray. Liner J. S
July 21. 1913
62 99
and Mrs. Leaf were residents of ' Gay Alfred Heirs
...
July
21.
4 29
1913
! Vinalhaven for many years. Thev "
Aug. 23. 1921
12 93
Ginn. Alonzo P................................
are survived by one daughter Janet, Ginn. Wesley ..............................
Aug. 23. 1921
6 36
2 40
Aug. 23. 1921
a son Carl and several grandchil- Ginn. Hiram ........................................
2 40
Aug. 23. 1921
Ginn, Edith Grace ... •...............
i dren.
Aug. 23. 1921
2 40
Ginn.
Albert
.........................
# <1 « *
Aug. 23. 1921
2 40
Ginn. Della ........................
57 15
May 6. 1927
Gould. Thevla Taylor Est
I
Pcterson-McIIcnan
July 21. 1913
Hennan, Lillian 8., John Spear Est.. Total
.. July 21. 1913
978 10
Saturday evening at six o’clock, at ' Hibbert. Byron ....................
.. Apri 2. 1930
495 73
I the home of Mr. and Mrs. Vernard
Jul” 21. 1913
1 73
Mossman, Miss Ruby C. McHenan Keene.
... July 21. 1913
12 93
Aug. 23. 1921
was united in marriage to Rogner Libby Jane Ginn
. July 21. 1913
361 93
Jennie L...........
Peterson. Rev. P. J. Clifford was the Osgood.
... Jan. 21. 1926
162 83
O'Brien. Frances Heirs
Aug 23. 1921
officiating clergyman. The couple Patterson, Edunia G.
12 93
31 05
... July 21. 1913
were attended by Miss Elizabeth Gi’- Russ, Edwin
34
21.
46
...
July
1913
ford and Sumner Gray. The bride is Spear. Jas. W.. John Spear Est
4 20
... July 21. 1913
... Nov. 17. 1925
121 39
I the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Everett Sidensparker. Ellen F
Aug. 23. 1921
12 96
McHenan of this town. She is a Sherman. Rebecca Belle
Aug.
1921
15 13
23.
... Aug. 23.
... July 21.
Tolman. Mary j Est.
.. July 21.
Thorndike. Theodore. .
Aug 23.
™b,c0,?i- Adelbert,
Neibert E.. John Spear Est., Total ................. July
Wotton.
21.
Wlnchenbach. Chas. F . John Spear Est..Total
July 21.
Watson. Joseph. E. Florence Rogers Est. ........................ Dec. 5.

Stinson. Mark ................

• class of '30. and is very popular with
i a large circle of friends. For the
! past year she
« , has been employed at
the store Of J. H. Carver. The groom
is the son of Mrs. and the late Swan
Peterson and is employed by Leopold
& Company. The newlyweds began
housekeeping at once in the tene-

LIBERTY

STATE OF MAINE

That the Aim Of Chevrolet Dealers
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Esancy vis
To Be Stressed in Portland Today ited Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Leigher j
Tuesday.
WAYS AND BRIDGES
Local participation in a move to
returned home ’ The Committee on Ways and Bridges
brine business back to the level of 1 Marieta Leigher *s_«.«***v-v*
L.a.
F,
"
1 Saturday from a visit of several days w«n glve a public hearing in its rooms
previous years is to get under way in Washington.
at the State House, in Augusta, on
today when R. E. Philbrick, local
Willard
MARCH
4, 2 P.trans
M. fer
wuiara 5Vhitaker
wmiaxer was
was in
in this
mis 1 H WEDNESDAY,
p 10Q3 L D 611
An Act
Chevrolet dealer goes to Portland place recently.
! to maintenance of Highways and Funds
with 10 members of his organization
sxvrxrx rl o tnrl ht’ Srvgsnlol Rnnrt ReFriends and relatives are grieved 1' vxrxxir
now oappropriated.,
by Special Bond Re
to attend a novel retail sales conven al
of me
the aeatn
death oi
of Mrs.
Mrs ar
Ar- solves{orH.thf
P 889
L. D. treatment
344. An Actofprovldat npws
news oi
surface
stBte
tion being held there for all Chevro thur Leigher of Augusta which oc- and state Aid Roads, s. p. 488 L. D. 649.
let retail salesmen in the Portland curred Feb. 24 at the Maine General An Act to establish a general highway
zone
Wncnital
I Fund. S. P. 445 L. D. 599. An Act relating
_ ... —
,,
j
u.._i to the construction and maintenance of
More than 250 dealers and sales “ S.
W. Powell recently made a busi- state state Aid and Third-class high
men are expected to attend the con ness trip to Augusta.
ways. S. P 133 L. D. 111. An Act relatvention, which opens with a lunch
Marieta Leigher went to Portland
0? bXe"de? Uw'BridgTATs.
eon at the Eastland Hotel and con Tuesday where she has a position in , P 489 L D 650 An Act reiating to the
sists of a full afternoon of instruc an office of S. S .Rich & Son. .
1 construction
and
maintenance of
tion at Jefferson Theatre. A feature
Mrs
A . neigner
Leieher iniciminiu
entertained at .: Bric
*8es on
H. construc
P. 917 L..
Mrs. F
t. a
D 37Q
An State
Act reHighways.
,atlng to the
of the luncheon will be the installa cards Saturday evening. Her guests | tlon of state Atd Highways, s. P. 487 L.
tion of officers of the "100 Car Club," were Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Light. Mr ; D 648 An Act to repeal Section thirtya star salesmen's honorary organi and Mrs. Nelson Oalderwood and two of Chapter 28 of the Revised Stat
of 1930 relating to special provis
zation. A carload of special scenery, young son, Mr. and Mrs. Aubert utes
ions for towns peculiarly located. S. P.
and other theatrical equipment in Leigher, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Rhodes, 486 L. D 647. An Act relative to the
cluding talking motion pictures has Mr. and Mrs. Ross Cunningham. Powers and Duties of the State Highway.
25-27
been engaged to put on the presenta Mrs. Ella Rowe, Shirley Whitaker,
INLAND FISHERIES AND GAME
tion.
Marie Whitaker,
E.
B.
Whitaker,
The
Committee
on HilltUU
Inland rUMICUCB
Fisheries
.
,
, TTV1 . 1- ..
A AiU VZW1IIIII1
tocc
UU
H. L. Horton. Chevrolet regional , Arthur Whitaker.
Willard Whitaker,, and Game will give a public hearing in
manager with headquarters at New i George Ripley and Howard Leigher. Its rooms at the State House, in AuYork, F. P. Hackett, zone manager. I Ice cream and cake were served.
I «“?‘a_°“
WEDNESDAY. MARCH 4, 2 P. M.
other members of the region and
Mrs. Flora Lenfest and children I H. P. 737 L. D 258. An Act to Abolish
zone staffs, and a factory represen recently visited Mrs. Otis Jones.
' the Knox County Game Preserve.— H. P.
723. L. D. 254. Act to Provide for an
tative from Detroit will conduct the
_____ | Open Season on Moose In Knox County.
meeting, which will be attended by _______________________________
NATIONAL ACCIDENT * HEALTH IN-j S P 307. Act to Create a Game Sanctudealers and sales managers, as well ‘
SL'RANCE COMPANY
i ary in the Town of Hope. Knox County.
of Philadelphia. Pa.
j
known « the Grlbbel Game, Preas retail salesmen.
Business sessions in the conven
ASSETS DEC 31. 1930
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 11, 2 P. M.
tion will take the form of playlets, Real Estate .............................$ 44,521 00
S. P 375. L. D. 479. Act to Establish
133 800 00 Duck Sanctuaries In Knox County.
in which the factory officials will Mortgage Loans
Stocks and Bonds ................. 155.147 721 25-30
take the part of actors and show by Cash In Office and Bank ...... 31.023 23
MILITARY AFFAIRS
actual demonstration the correct Interest and Rents
29 393 49
The Committee on Military Alfalrs will
procedure in any given situation In All other Assets
1 give a public hearing In Its rooms at
< hji -pa 48 i £he State House. In Augusta, on
stead of lectures, the class of dealers
2U58 9» .
JUBCH 5, 1931, ..30 P. M.
and salesmen will have points under Deduct items not admitted
discussion emphasized by seeing
Admitted
» 368 233 49 j NaSva,PR2e™rv ,*n8 Act relatln« t0 Mllltary
them presented in a dramatic and
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31,1930
' s. P. 326. Resolve making an lmeffective manner. Every phase of Net Unpaid
Losses
$ 36.935 36 provement to the State Aviation Field at
the automobile industry as it affects Unearned Premiums ........... 42,852 36 Augusta.
S. P. 271. An Act to Clarify the Pay
the retail salesman will be included All other Liabilities ....................20.260 76
Cash Capital
............. 15o 000 00 ment of military accounts.
on the program.
Surplus over all Liabilities .. 118.185 01
H
P
842. Resolve appropriating
“The object of the meetings," Mr
--------------- • money for the completion of the Statue
Philbrick explained, “is to give our Total liabilities and surplus $ 368.233 49 of General Howard.
27-T-33
H P 46 Resolve in Favor of Dept.
retail salesmen a better apprecia ---- ---------------------------------------------------of Maine Grand Army of the Republic.
tion of our product which is better OCCIDENTAL INSURANCE COMPANY
26-27
and priced lower today than at any
San Francisco, California
STATE PRISON
time in our history, and to make
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
The Committee on State Prison will
$3,231,816 00; give a Public hearing In its rooms at the
them better and more energetic Stocks and Bonds
390.916
£7
.
State
House, in Augusta, on
Cash
in
Office
and
Bank
salesmen, which in turn will add to Agents’ Balances
135.949 11 ,
MARCH 5. 2 P. M.
the good will of our business and our Interest and Rents ........
36 983 31' H p 1159
To abolish the Board of
251
83
Prison
Commissioners.
H. P 994. L. D.
product, as well as increase our vol All other Assets ...............
_________ • 437. An Act. Relating to Prison Labor.
ume.
Gross Assets
$3.795 917 12, _ .
_ .
J
--- ----- t------- r-----"By participating in this meeting Dedtfct items not admitted ....
5.784 07 ™SOJ.
and to determine the use
__________ to which Prison or Convict made goods
we feel that We will be better
equipped than ever to get a larger Admitted
$3,790,133 o-l ga>35b4e
,bctth VdVt'ermiVtne^use
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1930
to which Prl^n or Con vie? made
volume of business from this terri
Net
Unpaid
Losses
.............
$
85
061
10
may
be
put
In this State.
tory than it yielded last year. Al Unearned Premiums ..
886 489 26 j
26-27
ready business is picking up. and by A11 hOtre.rn.L1f1’“lt‘eS
i ™ cS
ae«ON*UTICS AND RADIO CONTROL
taking advantage of every extra
1.778.142 77
Committee on Aeronautics and
means of adding to our volume we Surplus over all Liabilities __________
Radio Control will give a public hearing
hope to make this spring one of the Total liabilities and surplus 83.79) 133 05 i i”1?’ ”oms at the state House In Au24.’j'-30 I’Kusia, on
best years here that Chevrolet ever
MARCH 10, 1931
had.
MARCH 10. 1931, 1.30 P. M.
S.
P
275.
L. D. 251.—Act authorizing
"The move of our local field offi
Citizens Insurance Company
Cities, towns and counties to acquire and
cials," he continued, “ties in with
» ooerate airports and landing fields —H.
of
New
Jersey
the aggressive policies adopted by.
P. 766 L D 270. Act providing for the
disposition of monies collected from tax
the Chevrolet Motor Company t<5'
Jersey City, N. J.
♦
on
gasoline used in aeroplan engines or
bring back business to normal. The
purchased for such purposes.—H. P. 721.
automobile industry is the largest
L.
D
252 Act creating a temporary
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1930
1 commission to study the needs and re
user of raw materials in the world,
0
Real Estate...........................
quirements
of aviation and its developand by bringing o'ut the 1931 Chevro
0
Mortgage Loans.................
, ment and initiate a state system of
0
Collateral Loans
..
let nearly two months ahead of the
;
Weather
observation
service anil making
$1,866,900.00
Stocks and Bonds . .
an appropriation therefor—S. P 292
annual schedule, the company was
fflM.038.14 {.Resohe
Cash in Office and Bank
to
improve
the State Aviation
479.312.88
Agents' Balances
..
able to put mills to work which had
27-29
Receivable................. 8.864.68 i Field at Augusta.
lain idle for months, and to start ’ Bills
Interest and Rents .... 20,889.15
the ball of general activity to roll
All other Assets . . .
_____ 0
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
ing. The iron miner, steel worker,
Gross Assets
. . .$2,983,444.25
home news, at the Old South News
Deduct items not admitted
84.864 93
cotton picker and mill hand, the
Agency. Washington St., next Old South
Admitted.....................$2,948,579.38
lumberman and glass blower, and
Church; also at M. Andelman's, 284 Tre
mont St.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1980
the many other employes identified
Net Unpaid Losses...............$14,044.22
with industries which lean heavily
Unearned
Premiums
....
806,152.43
on the automobile to use their pro
All other Liabilities . . .
ducts. felt the effects of the early
Cash Capital . .
Gilchrest
Surplus over all Liabilities
announcement in greater employ
Monumental
Works
Total
Li
-.bilities
and
Surplus
ment and increased output"
........................................ $2,948.579.3$

Legislative Notices

ment formerly occupied by Allston
Roberts and family. They are reTown Meeting Monday March 9, j ceiving congratulations from a ho
at Memorial hall.
I of fronds.
The Ladies of the G.A.R. will hold
mabtu r^ieuiMr
regular meeting Friday night.
NOR 1 H CUdMIInG
Rev. P J. Clifford gave an interestMrs. Margaret Montgomery
id
ing talk Sunday evening on “Billf Mrs. Decker entertained the Vari-ty
Sunday.” There was special music Club at the latter’s home Wednesday
by {he choir and selections by the i evening. It was an enjoyable meetmale quartet: W. C. Winslow. L. A. J ing with good attendance, only .wo
Coombs. H. L. Coombs. O. C. Lane. being absent. Supper was served
Mrs. Frances Foster returned
The Village Improvement Society
will meet Thursday at 7 o'clock at the Thursday from Winchendon Mass.
She was accompanied by her prandG.A.R. rooms.
son Dean Hall and wife of Newport,
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Stinson re iand Laurie Conwall of Salem. N. H.
turned Friday from Camden.
Mrs. Nellie Benner and daughter
Mrs Mary Noyes left Saturday for Fern were in Thomaston Saiurday,
Providence, where she will visit her j sewing for Miss Aliaa Robinson
son Fred Noyes. Enroute she was i Mrs. Marguerite Risteen and d: wh
the guest of relatives in Portland-.
iter Phyllis attended a surprise party
Don't fail to attend the men's
evening at Charlo Rissupper at Union Church vestry Saturday
teen's in Rockland.
Thursday night at 6 o'clock.
Mj- and Mrs. Sumner Bank- of
Mrs. Jennie Smith of Rockland is Rockland visited Mrs. G O Di \er
the guest of her son L. C. Smith.
Mrs. Frank Mullen was hostess to ,0V£.r,^?dildA^„ «..n
„
♦u „• u- ♦
o 4 j
Friends of Clyde Hall who a. rening at her"homeTpifSstreet’ cently operated upon for ac
,pMrs. E. C. Macintosh entertained BLnfld'dtll tear he^has so°fPir '-ToT
on^n’e's^and85'
hOn*
as To £able to return W Uh

Swift & Company, 4177 Packers Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

City.

BRING BUSINESS BACK

(COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE (

VINALHAVEN

Swift & Company

C
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1921
1913
1913
1921
1913
1913
1930

15 13
198 32

12 93

116 58

lawton bray?1 Treasurer?51

Rockland. Maine. January 31. 1931.
24-T-30

ASSESSORS' NOTICE
CITY OF ROCKLAND
The subscribers. Assessors of Taxes,
of the City of Rockland, hereby give
notice to the Inhabitants of said City
rnd other persons having Taxable Prop
erty within said city, to make and bring
in to said Assessors true and perfect
lists of their polls and all their estates,
real end personal, in writing Including
Money on Hand or at Interest., al’d
debts due more than owing, and all
property held in trust as Guardian.
Executor. Administrator. Trustee or
otherwise I except as Is by law exempt
from taxation) which they were posses
sor of on the first day of April. 1931.
raid to be prepared to Make Oath to the
tfuth of the same.
Ant! they are particularly requested
to notify the Assessors of the names of
all persons of whom they have bought
or to whom they have sold taxable
property since the first day of April.
1930.
And for the purpose of receivin’ said
lists and making transfers of all property.bought or softL the undersigned win
be in session at the Assessors’ Room.
No. 7. City Building, from nine to twelve
o’clock in the forenoon, and from one
to four o'clock In the afternoon of each
day.
WEDNESDAY. THURSDAY, FRIDAY,
APRIL I, 2, 3, 1931
Special Notice to Executors, Adminis
trators, Trustees or Guardians
The statute provides that you must
bring in to the Board of Assessors a true
and perfect list of all taxable proneriy
in your possession to date of April 1
1931. otherwise it will be taxed as the
statute provides, and any personal ex
amination of property by the Assessors
will not be considered as a v'aiver of
neglect of any person in bringing in true
and perfect list as required by law.
Any person who neglects to comply
with this notice will be doomed to a tax
according to the laws of the State and
be barred of the right to make application
either to the Assessors or County Com
missioners for any abatement, of taxes,
unless such person offer such list with
his application and satisfies the assessors
that he was unable to offer it at the
time appointed.
Chairman.
M. M. DAGGETT.
L. A THURSTON.
H W. KEEP.
Assessors of Rockland.
Rockland. Maine. March 2. 1931.
27-T-;9

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30
A. M.. Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7.25,
Vinalhaven 8.15, due to arrive at Rock
land about 9.30.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M..
Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven 3.30, Ston
ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Swan't
Island about 6.00 P. M.
B. H. STINSON. General Agent.
143-tf

Bladder
Weakness
If netting Up Nights, Backache,
frequent, day calls, Leg Pains, Nerv

ousness, <>r Burning, due to function

al Bladder Irritation, in acid condi
tions, makes you feel tired, depressed
and discouraged, try the Cystex Test.
Works fast, starts circulating thru
the system in 15 minutes. Praised by
thousands for rapid and positive ac
tion. Don’t give up. Try Cystex (pro
nounced Siss-tfx) today, under tho
Iron-Clad Guarantee. Must quickly
allay these conditions, improve rest
ful sleep and energy, or money back.

Only 60c at
C. H. Moor & Co., Rockland

Main Street
Thomaston, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Talaphona Connection

24-7-30

Hartford Fire Insurance
Company

TO LET

Hartford, Conn.

Fine Suite of Offices, newly painted,
I papered and thoroughly cleansed,
i ceilings whitened and floors reflnished.
; Over Huston-Tuttle Book Co. Terms
very reasonable. L. F. CHASE, 45
I Middle Street. Tel. 1185-W
22tf
|-------------------------------------------------

ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
Real Estate.......................$:i,»i:«„!USO.no
Mortgage Loans .... 1,744,295.00
Collateral Loans.................
O
Stocks and Bonds
... 77.406.430.83
Cash in Office and Bank . . 4.776.974.65
Agents’ Balances . . . .' 6,747,344.18
Bills Receivable................. 212.375 70
Interest and Rents .... 679.708.37
All other Assets .
. . 10,000.00
Gross Assets . . . $94,116,678.73
Deduct items not admitted
404,794JfcJ
Admitted.................* $98,710,884.41
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1930
Net Unpaid Losses. .
.$5,367,049.56
Unearned Premiums . . . 36.961.876.22
All other Liabilities . . . 6,800.000.00
Cash Capital....................... 12,000.000.00
Surplus over all Liabilities 33.081.968 63
Total Liabilities and Surplus
...........................
.$98,710,881.41

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
Osteopathic Physician
!
{

I

Cochran, Baker & Cross, Rockland. Mel
24-7-30 I
BERKSHIRE MUTUAL FIRE
ANCE COMPANY
28 North Street, Pittsfield.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
Real Estate ...........................$
Mortgage Loans ....................
Collateral Loans ....................
Stocks and Bonds
Cash in Office and Bank
Agents’ Balances ....
Interest and Rents
All other Assets ....

INSUR

35 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
PHONE 136

LIVE BROILERS, FOWL,
CHICKENS
DRESSED POULTRY

Wanted—also Hennery Eggs. Ex
cellent salesmanship, prompt re
turns. financial responsibility has
assured our shippers for 20 years,
15.000 00
7.720 00
a guarantee of satisfaction. Testi
38.000 00
monials, quotations and tags sent
605.179 00
on request. Reference: Federal
81.961 00
79.099 71 I National Bank.
5.949 79 .
W. F. WYMAN & CO.
3 000 00 :
4 Faneuil Ilall Mkt. Boston, Mass.
Gross Assets ..................... $ 835.910 45
26tf

Deduct items- not admitted

Mass.

3.335 85

Admitted .............................S 832.574 60
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
Net Unpaid Losses ................ $ 41.754 87
Unearned Premiums ............. 524.796 18
All other Liabilities ............
16.957 93
Surplus over all Liabilities .. 249.065 62
Total liabilities and surplus $ 832.574 60
21-T-27
PUBLIC FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
Newark, New Jersey
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
Stocks and Bonds ................ $5,371,022 84 !
Cash in Office and Bank ...... 1.190.013 94 |
Agents’ Balances .................. 1.246,152 18
Interest and Rents ....... ;......
40.207 40
All other Assets ....................
4.502 90

Gross Assets ....................... $7,851,999 26
Deduct items not admitted .. 748.355 21
Admitted ............................$7,103,644 05
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
Net Unpaid Losses .............. $ 605.236 00
Unearned Premiums ............. 4.004.236 33
All other Liabilities ............ 176.508 05
Cash Capital ......................... 1.000.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities .. 1.317,663 67
Total liabilities and surplus $7,103,644 05
21-T-27
THE EAGLE FIRE COMPANY OF NEW
YORK
75 Maiden Lane, New York, N. Y.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
Stocks and Bonds ................ $2,190,398 63
Cash in Office and Bank ......
76.211 15
Agents Balances .................... 146.874 08
Interest and Rents ..............
24.413 89
All other Assets ....................
67^311 06
Gross Assets ....................... $2,505,208 81
Deduct items not admitted
18.950 92

Admitted .............................$7,103,644
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
Net Unpaid Losses ................ $ 50.918
Unearned Premiums ........... 496,919
All other Liabilities .............
40.658
Cash Capital ......................... 1.000.000
Surplus over all Liabilities .. 897.761

05 j

52
00 j
65 ,
00
72 1

Tota inabilities and surplus $2,486,257 89
21-T-27

SCRVIft
t EMBALMING 4
MOTOR AMBULANO
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Tel. 450
781-1 •

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

gSYfarfr

every grave.

Memorials
We believe “a satisfied cus
tomer is the best advertise
ment," and on that principle,
our business is increasing.
We shall be very glad to ad
vise you on the selection of a
suitable Memorial for your
Cemetery plot.
•

Wm. E. Dornan & Son

Inc.
EAST UNION, ME.

117T-tf
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ROCKPORT
Mrs. Georgia Snow spent the
weekend in Portland with her son
and daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Snow. While there she attend
ed the Passion Play.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Crozier of
New York are guests for the week of
his aunt, Mrs. Minnie Crozier.
Mr. and Mrs. Hilton Ames of Rock
land spent the weekend as guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Salisbury.
Mrs. Leslie C. Deane and Mrs. W.
E. Whitnev motored to Tenant's
Harbor Friday to spend the day with
Mrs. Deane's daughter, Mrs. Ralph
Wilson. On their return they were
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Wil
son and daughter Carolce who will
visit at the Deane home for a few
days.
The Saturday Night Club was en
tertained last week at the home of
Mrs. E. A. Champney.
About 20 from the Baptist Church
motored to West Rockport Sundav
afternoon to attend the service at
which Miss Abbie Sanderson, a re
turned missionary from Swatow,
China was the speaker. Miss San
derson gave a very complete account
of her work among the girls in that
field, and it was of especial interest
to her hearers on this occasion as
her labors are in the same field with
Rev. Arthur Page, who went from
the Rockport Church about 20 years
ago to engage in missionary work m
China. At present he is busy erect
ing a new church and Miss Sander
son showed a photograph of the lay
ing of the corner stone w’ith Mr.
Page in the group. Following the
service Miss Sanderson called on Mr
Page's mother, Mrs. O. E. Page, MeThe newly installed officers of Har
bor Light Chapter, O.E.S.. will fill
their stations for the first time at the
regular meeting this evening.
Miss Annie Richards was a recent
guest at the home of her brother, Al
ton Richards, Bay View Square,
Rockland.
Miss Lillian Brann returned Sun
day to North Reading, Mass., to re
sume teaching after spending a
week’s vacation at her home here.
|
The Twentieth Century Club will |
meet Friday afternoon at the home j
of Mrs. George F. Currier. These
papers will be given—"Robert Peary's 1
Trip to North Pole," Mrs. Leola
Mann; "Com. Byrd's Trip to South j
Pole," Mrs. Nellie Moulton.
Mrs. Erlene Davis will be hostess j
to the Nitsumsosum Club Thursday
evening.
Rev. and Mrs. George F. Currier
were in Thomaston Friday to attend
the Missionary Conference at the j
Baptist Church.
Friends learned with interest of I
the engagement of Oliver Prescott j
Ingraham, youngest son of Mr. and
Mrs. Enos E. Ingraham and Miss
Helen Leach, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Vesper A. Leach of Rockland
which was recently announced. Con
gratulations are extended.
Funeral services for the late John
Oscar Rust, who died Wednesday in
Rockland at the age of 65 years, were
held Friday from Bowes & Crozier j
parlors. Central street. The remains
were taken to Camden for burial in
the family lot in Mountain View ;
cemetery.
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5/1X5 IRENE RICH
This charming screen star tells how Hollywood

keeps the lure of smooth, youthful skin . . .
“I DON’T mind confessing it
I a bit,” says Irene Rich with
her warm, irresistible smile. “ I
really am thirty-nine years old!
“A screen star never worries
about birthdays, you see, as
long as she doesn’t look old.
To hold her public—to face the
cruel test of the close-up—she
must keep the fresh loveliness
of youth.
“That is why in Hollywood
we guard complexion beauty
above all else. We know it says
‘youth’ quicker than anything
else. Any woman who wants to
keep her charm right through
the years should keep her skin
always soft, smooth, youthfully
aglow.”
How does this lovely star

guard complexion beauty? Just
as so many other Hollywood
actresses do—605 of the 613
important ones! “J use Lux
Toilet Soap regularlyshe
says, “and have for years.”
For every type of skin, Holly
wood will tell you, this fragrant,
delicately white soap is the per
fect complexion care. Surely
you will want to try it!

Photograph by
Autrcy, Hollywood
1030

• IRENE RICH AND HER TWO DAUGHTERS

• IRENE RICH, the screen star whose loveliness has endeared

(left to right) Frances, twenty years old, Jane (in
background), fourteen, their mother, actually 39!
Still radiantly youthful, still irresistibly appealing,
Irene Rich is one of the countless stars who use
Lux Toilet Soap to guard complexion beauty. “Any
woman can keep her youthful freshness right through
the years,’’ she says. “The right soap can do won
ders for your skin. I have used Lux Toilet Soap reg
ularly for years, and rr.y daughters, too, have already
started to use this gentle, soothing care.”

her to millions, confesses frankly to thirty-nine birthdays.
And why not ? Above is one of her most recent photographs.
Years have only added to her charm. Today she faces even
the cruel test of close-up lights triumphantly youthful, as
this picture (right) from one of her recent films showsl

Lux Toilet Soa P

♦ ♦

10$

Alvah Simmons is selling insurance
for the New York Life Insurance Co.
x
Mr. and Mrs. William Barrett ar
rived Thursday night from Boston,
where they had made a three weeks' !
Monday afternoon by Mrs. Leslie
stopover enroute from Hopewell, Va. Marguerite Haskell, “Yellow Butter bearers were W. H. Robinson, Willis i
APPLETON
SWAN'S ISLAND
SOUTH HOPE
WALDOBORO
Mrs. Walter Maxey and daughter flies;” selection by the Waldoboro Vinal. Herbert K. Thomas and Har- !
Borneman.
Add.
McCorrison
has recaptured
Miss Julia Brown of Appleton was
Mr. and Mrs. Ernes t Burns of
Cecelia of Thomaston were Sunday sextet; Virginia Brown of Waldoboro. low Brown. The body was placed in
Announcement has been made ef South Waldoboro were recent guests three of the six English pheasants
Capt. George Lane of Rockport is
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Boyn- I "The Highwayman;” duet. Betty the tomb for interment later. Mr. the guest last week of her cousins.
which flew away last fall, and has
the marriage Feb. 15 of Earl F.
ton Maxey.
Moody and Gerald Brown; Christine Starrett. who had been for so many Misses Esther and Charlotte Rob in town for a few days on business, Sheldon of Warren to Emma A. of their daughter Mrs. Percy Miller. them safely housed. They are in
and is staying with Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Flanders of Portland was a good condition. The male is very
A group of ladies enjoyed a quilting . Starrett, "The Case of Fits;" chorus. ! years one of the deacons of the bins.
Boggs, by Rev. James MacKillop, al weekend guest of his parents, Mr.
bee Friday at the home of Mrs. Har- ] America; awarding of prizes. The church, will be greatly missed as he I Dr. Ethel Crie of Thomaston is Calvin Stockbridge.
handsome with his bright plumage
and Mrs. John L. Flanders.
Hester Freethy is in Massachusetts the parsonage in Nob'eboro.
old Pease. A baked bean dinner was first prize was won by Marguerite 1 was always a faithful worker, both at j making professional calls at F. I.
and white collar—a very sporty look
Geyer’s where she is treating Mrs. visiting her mother who is ill in the
Rev. and Mrs. George Collins, Mrs.
Earle Storer, who has been at his ing chap. They are a bit restless and
served at noon. Those present were I Haskell, second by Kenneth Cousins, I the church and at the home.
Geyer.
Emma Bailey and Miss Helen Jones father's Edward Storcr's, has re
Mrs. E. B. Clark, Mrs. William Bar- ' and third by Albert Hoppes of Wal- i
hospital.
possessed with a desire for freedom
Miss Evelyn Mossman of Thomas
attended the Baptist Missionary turned to Rockland.
rett, Mrs. Roland Berry, Mrs. Charles! rtoboro. Beatrice Haskell received
A
son
was
born
Feb.
26
to
Mr.
and out door life, and unafraid of
CUSHING
ton was a recent guest of Mrs. Homer
Association
Conference
Thursday
in
The
Social
Club
met
with
Mrs.
Pease, Mrs. Arthur Peabody, Mrs. ■ honorable mention. The judges were
and Mrs. Royce Johnson.
snow-drifts.
,
Marshall.
Damariscotta.
Edna
McIntire
Thursday
afternoon
Charles McKellar, Mrs. Parker Me- , Mrs. Charles Phillips and Miss Olive I Miss Jessie Moulton of Hampton,
I Mrs. Ella Pratt McLaughlin and
Miss Jeannette Hart is home from
Mrs.
Fred
Merrifield
and
children
Mrs.
Nellie
Wallace
of
South
Wal

with
14
members
and
four
visitors
Kellar, Mrs. Susie Philbrook, Mrs. j Pride of Rockland and Miss Rita N. H.. is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. B.
Ruby, Harry and Charles spent last Camden High School for a week s va doboro was a recent guest of Mrs. present. Mrs. Bernys Jameson was | Miss Linnibel Grant have Joined the
Smith of Thomaston. The prizes of S. Geyer.
Kenneth Thompson of Friendship.
Grange ■which has gained a number
with Mr. and Mrs. Harry Mo- cation.
lecturer. The program: Reading. I of new members lately.
Fred Boggs.
Several neighbors and friends made gold pieces were awarded the win- . Town meeting is scheduled to con week
rang
of
Burkettville.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Eugene
Rowe
cele

Mrs.
Beulah
Studley;
contest,
Mrs.
observance of the birthday anniver ners by Miss Olive Pride.
Wood sawing is again in order. A.
Mrs. Rena Crowell entertained the
vene March 9.
Mrs. Lyman Jones, who has been brated their 58th wedding anniver
sary of Mrs. Frances Oliver last Frii.: The Twelve Club very pleasantly
members of tl)c Star Sewing Club at Thelma Borneman; readings, Mrs. W. McCorrison's outfit is “cutting
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Ulmer are at at Knox Hospital is improving.
sary
Feb.
26.
At
present
Mr.
and
Hazel
Bowers
and
Mrs.
Florence
day by cards and by calling. Mrs. A. ' surprised Mr. and Mrs. Edward Spear home from Thomaston where they i Arthur Hart of this place, who is a
up" at present in the yard at T. J.
her home on Main street Wednesday
T. Norwood presented Mrs. Oliver last Tuesday evening, the occasion have been for the past few weeks. junior in the Union High School, Mrs. Rowe are enjoying good health alternoon. Mrs. Clarence Eugley Flanders; contest, Mrs. Jameson. Re Williams.
in
spite
of
the
fact
that
they
are
freshments
were
served.
The
next
with a handsome cake decorated with being the birthday anniversaries of Mrs Ulmer is suffering from a se-1 won an individual cup. also a cup for
will be hostess at the next meeting.
both 78 years old. and Mr. Rowe is
white icing and tiny red flowers.
the unsuspecting hosts. The evening vere cold.
The regular meeting of Wiwurna meeting will be held March 12 with
BURKETTVILLE
the Union High School in the snow- a trifle lame. They are parents ot
Mrs. Beulah Studley.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Madden. Jr. was socially spent at cards, honors
The prize for seeing the first robin ] shoeing races in the winter carnival eight children, all of whom are living Chapter, O.E.S., was held Tuesday
The
home of Lewis Fish was
Mrs.
Hilda
Miller
entertained
Mrs.
left Saturday for Augusta where they falling to Mrs. O. B. Libby and Mrs. of the season will be awarded to Miss at Waldoboro. Myrven Merrill. Al
evening when the new officers filled
to the ground Wednesday.
will spend the vacation.
Edward Spear. Mr. and Mrs. Spear Avis Malonev. who espied one Feb. bert Hastings, the Misses Ingrid and and who were present at the anni their chairs for the first time. After Hattie Rines, Mrs. Georgia Mank. 1 burned
Washington High School presented
versary with the exception of Millard.
Mrs. Edna McIntire and Mrs. Thel
' The specialty acts in connection also received gifts from the club 22.
Susan Gath also won points at the Walter S. and Mrs. Checver Ames of the meeting a surprise parly was ma Borneman at a dinner party re a drama at the Grange hall Friday
with the play "Professor Pepp" to be members. Refreshments were served.
given
in
honor
of
Mrs.
Carrie
Miller
H. L. Killeran is chopping wood for , carnival.
Rockland. The guests included Mrs.
cently in observance of her birthday. night.
given by the "Bovs' and Girls' Clubs i Supper guests of Mr. and Mrs. O. D. G. Young.
There will be a public supper and Charles Burns, Miss Rachel Moulden, who had retired after serving as
Mrs. Fred Merrifield and children
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Young of
of the Congregational Church Thurs-; B. Libby last Wednesday evening
treasurer
26
years.
Mrs.
Dora
Yorke
Miss Helena Sallinen of Rockland entertainment next Thursday night Alonzo Sprague, Mr. and Mrs. James
North Waldoboro called on her Ruby, Harry and Charles of South
day evening, promise to be good. In I were Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Spear, I spent Thursday at home. .
presented
a
basket
of
candy
in
the
at the South Hope Grange hall. Sprague, Mr. and Mrs. Judson Smith,
grandmother Mrs . Sarah Siden- Hope spent last week with Mr. and
the butterfly dance the girls are to ' Misses Winnie and. Lizzie Winslow
| name of the chapter. Fruit salad, i sparker Sunday.
Alvaro Olson is busy sawing wood Supper will be served at the usual
Mrs. Harry Morang.
, have colorful costumes of crepe pa and Addison Oliver. Mr. and Mrs. for several families on the Pleasant hour for 25 cents and 15 cents. Ad Mr. and Mrs. George Smith, Maurice sandwiches, cake and coffee were
Smith, Malcolm Holmes. Phyllis Joyce. served. About 50 members were
per. “Three Old Maids From Lynn" Edward Spear were also guests in the Point Road. <
mission will be 10 cenfk to the enter Roland Black, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
is a comic sketch and there will be a evening. The time was pleasantly
present.
The Dyer brothers who have been tainment which will consist of dia
comedy dialogue as well as some spent at cards and refreshments were at B. B. Robinson's have gone to logues. music, etc. C. B. Taylor, W. Tainter, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Witheq,
Mr. and Mrs. Carrol T. Cooney of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Will
Holmes,
and
rela

music. About three hours of enter served.
I L. Taylor and A. L. Merrill are the tives present were Mrs. Maud Bridges, Brooklyn, have been recent guests of
Rockland.
tainment will be furnished at a very
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Piercy in GlenMrs. Mary Montgomery is report
Edwin Scavey and daughter Lena supper committee.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hart, Mr. and don.
reasonable charge. Tickets on sale by ed to be improving in health.
were at H. L. Killeran's Wednesday, j
all members of the clubs and at the
Harold R. Flanders was a business
Mrs. H. L. True of Camden Is
Cuban rioters, says a news item, Mrs. Charles Rowe, Mrs. Josie ConAll are glad to learn that Mr. and
door. Play begins at 7.30.
spending a few days with her sister Mrs. Homer Marshall who have been are setting fire to sugar plantations. ary, Mrs. Lucius York of Rockland, visitor in Auburn Thursday.
and Jeannette Hart, granddaughter
Albert Grover now has the tele Mrs. H. I. Holt.
Friends of Mrs. Mary Susan Curtis,
in South Hope the past year, are Razing cane, as it were.—Ogden of Mr. and Mrs. Rowe. The evening
phone—26-13.
63. wife of C. H. Curtis, were sad
Those who attended the Lincoln about to move to their home here. Standard-Examiner.
was passed with playing 63 in which dened to hear of her death which oc
The Speaking Contest at Glover Association Missionary Conference Mr. and Mrs. F. I. Geyer are to come
Mr. and Mrs. Rowe took the leading curred Feb 25 after an illness of
hall Friday evening was a marked Friday at the First Baptist Church in later in the spring.
part. The couple received many gilts, several weeks. Mrs. Curtis was born
success as to attendance and that Thomaston were Mrs. Edward Sea
A truck driven by Virgil Beckett
among them a beautiful basket of in Hartford and had lived in this
many prizes were won by Warren vey. Mrs. Nelson Moore, Mr. and Mrs. of Thomaston which could not make
roses from their daughter Mrs. Lucius town for the past 40 years. She was
students. The program: Warren Leslie Packard. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Morse's Hill last Wednesday, went
York. Best wishes were extended Mr. a member of thp Methodist Episco
Girls' Trio. Florence Packard, Elsie Wyllie, Maurice Wyllie, Miss Mildred over the side of the Friendship
and Mrs. Rowe that they may bv en pal Church, also a charter member
Partridge and Pauline Starrett: first Spear. Miss Annie Starrett. Rev. and bridge on to the ice on to what is
abled to celebrate many more similar | of the W.C.T.U. She leaves her hus
speaker. Dorothy Creamer of Wal Mrs. Howard A. Welch. Mr. Welch known as Salt Pond. Kenneth Olson
pleasant occasions.
band. a brother George A. Richard
doboro whose subject was, “The In was one of the speakers.
who was with Mr. Beckett jumped,
son of Bristol, R. I., also a niece Mrs.
terview;" Beatrice Haskell, subject,
Miss
Charlotte
Campbell
of taking with him Mr. Beckett's young
"A Lost Sensation;" Waldoboro sex Massachusetts is visiting her sister son. and escaped before the truck
T. C. Ashworth of this place. Fu
ST. GEORGE
tet by the Misses Anderson. Barter. Mrs. C. A. French.
neral services were held from her late
landed, but the driver took the full
Brown, Day, Noyes and Porter; Al
Mr. and Mrs. Albert MacPhail have ride and crawled from the car after
residence Saturday afternoon. Rev.
Lermond W. Seavey, who died Feb. Alexander Stewart, pastor of the
bert Hoppes, of Waldoboro, “The Im both suffered relapses in their illness it landed. The hill there is a bad
18. was born in this town Sept. 12. Methodist Church officiating. The
portance
of and Education in a a week ago. Miss Evelyn Erickson is place in any season of the year but at
1844. where he had been a lifelong body was placed in the German tomb
Democracy:'' Kenneth Cousins,“The assisting in the home and Charles such a time as this when there is ice
.esident and received his education until spring when it will be interred
Shboting
of Dan McGrew;" vocal Wilson is doing the chores.
and
snow
it
is
almost
impassable,
and
in the common schools. In young in the family lot in Central ceme
selection.Winona
Robinson and
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Cummings of
manhood he learned the joiner trade. tery.
Avard Robinson; Barbara Lovejoy of Union spent Sunday with Miss Mabel is a great handicap to the town.
He was elected selectman and con
Waldoboro. "Aunt Sophi'onia Tabor;" Crawford.
A sore spot no larger than a quarter can spread to the
SOUTH WARREN
tinued in that office for 21 years. Mr.
Jenness Haskell of New London.
Backache Often Warns of
EAST WALDOBORO
Seavey conducted a grocery store and
Conn., is visiting his grandparents
Disordered Kidneys.
whole
throat overnight. Gargle the very moment you
Mrs.
Josiah
Jameson
and
children
Mrs. Armanda Hoffses of South
was much interested in State and were at Merlin Eugley’s, North Wal
and Mrs. Fred Mathews, for a
To “Point-Up” Appetite Mr.
feel
the
least soreness. Physicians recommend Bayer
Waldoboro
was
a
guest
at
her
'.own
affairs.
Funeral
services
were
few days.
If miserable with backache,
Monday.
Burleigh Mank Jr., three-year-old brother's, Irving Spear, last week.
held Feb. 22. the bearers were Wil doboro.
bladder irritations and getting
Edwin
Lermond
of
Portland
has
Aspirin
for
this purpose. It allays all inflammation
Just Stimulate Bowels son of Mr. and Mrs. Burleigh Mank, Mrs. Annie Davis of Warren was
liam Imlach. Gilbert Auld. William been spending a few days at Clar
up at night, don’t take chancesl
is very ill with pneumonia.
a recent guest of Mrs. Rose Marshall.
Mair
and
Harold
Watts.
Mr.
Seavey
immediately. It reduces the infection. Just crush three
Help your kidneys at the first
ence Coffin's.
Funeral services for Avery P. Star
Mrs. Laura Copeland entertained
is survived by two sisters, Mrs. Lizzie
Whenever the end of the day finds
sign ofdisorder. Use Doan’s Pills.
Mr. and Mrs. C F. Jackson of
tablets
in % tumblerful of water, and gargle well.
rett
were
conducted
by
Rev.
H.
I.
three
tables
at
a
croklnole
party
Sat

Gordon of California and Mrs. Annie South Waldoboro visited Mr. and
you out of-sorts; food doesn’t tempt
Successful for more than 50
Smith of St. George, and several Mrs. L. L. Mank Wednesdav.
you and won't digest; breath is bad; Holt assisted by Rev. Howard A. urday evening.
Its a wise plan to take Bayer Aspirin after exposure
years.
Endorsed
by
hundreds
The third and fourth degrees were
nieces and nephews.
tongue coated, just chew a eandv tab Welch at the Congregational Church
Mrs. John A. Rines and daugh
of thousands of grateful users.
to bad weather or whenever a cold threatens. If you
on
three
candidates
let before bedtime. Tomorrow voulll Sunday afternoon. The number of conferred
ter Madeline called recently on Mrs.
Get Doan’s today. Sold by dealfriends,
neighbors,
coworkers
in
Thursday
evening
hnd
two
new
ap

be a new person 1
ever
have neuralgia, neuritis, or rheumatism, you
APPLETON
RIDGE
Willis
Vinal,
Warren.
Lers everywhere.
A candy t'asearet clears up a bil church work and relatives present plications were received. Visitors
Dudley Munro was called to Haver
should
never be without this quick antidote for all
evidenced
the
esteem
in
which
Mr.
were
present
from
White
Oak
ious, gassy, headachy condition evefiy
Misses Ruth Mitchell and Vera hill. Mass.. Sunday by the sudden
Many floral Grange.
time. Puts appetite on edge. Helps Starrett was held.
death
of
his
brother.
Collins
were
Wednesday
overnight
such
aches
and pains. Genuine Bayer Aspirin is
tributes also indicated the high re
Mrs. Maud Overlock who has been
digestion. Activates bowels.
guests of Miss Lucy Moody.
Mrs. Mabel Moore of Waldoboro
gard
felt
for
him
by
the
people
of
seriously
ill
at
Knox
Hospital
has
re

Cascarets are made from caseara.
harmless. See that tablets bear the name, thus:
Julia Brown is in South Hope, was a recent visitor of Mrs. Leslie
which authorities
say actually the community. The choir, a double turned home.
guest of her cousins Esther and Borncman.
tlrenytlieiis bowl muscles. So. take quartet made up of W. H. Robinson,
Charlotte Robbins.
Miss Ellie Mank was in Rockland
these delightful tablets as often as Mrs. E. B. Clark. Mrs. Willis Vinal,
Freddie (aged five, in sweetshop>:
High school closed this week for Tuesday with Miss Reed of Waldo
you please; or give them freely to Mrs. Harlow Brown. Mrs. S. E. Nor “How many of these sweets do I get
the spring vacation.
boro.
children. All drug stores sell (
wood, Gerald Brown. Harlow Brown for a penny, please?”
Mrs. Harry McIntire. Mrs. Leslie
Prayer and praise service was held
carets for a dime, and no dollar prep and Willis Vinal sang “Abide With
Assisant; “dh, six or seven.”
| Thursday evening with Muss Adna Mank, Mrs. Percy Miller and Mr;;.
aration could do better work.
Me,” and “Rock of Ages” The
"I'll have seven, please.”
. Pitman, 17 present.
Gardner Mank were entertained

'OP*®

Tlas Your Back
Given Out ?

SORE TH ROATS

serious now:

of-

BAYER -

ASPIRIN

Every-Other-Da#
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Mr. and Mrs. Frank Thomas of | Russell Gray of Boston was here
Bangor have been recent guests of for the weekend
Walter Strong has returned from
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. A. E.
Thomas. They were accompanied by Knox Hospital where he was an ap
pendicitis patient, and is doing well
Mr. and Mrs. John O'Neil.
Town meeting will be held in the at present.
Edwin S. Vose left Monday for Au-'
opera house Monday. March 9. Polls
gusta to attend a hearing upon the
open at 9 o'clock.
Miss Mary C. Davis has returned petition to repeal the law for a closed
from Woodfords where she has been time on lobsters and scallops in the
i the guest of her niece Mrs. Clarence Georges river. Mr. Vose was instru
mental in having the law passed.
1 Harmon.
George Libby, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Henry Foster and daughter
Virginia spent the weekend in Port- Guy Libby of the Meadow road, has
recently been transferred from the
' land.
The funeral of Fred Eastman, 75. battleship Wyoming to the new cruiswas held Monday afternoon, Rev. Le er Louisville and is enjoying his posi
roy Campbell officiating, and inter tion as radio operator very much.
Miss Letitia Creighton who has been
ment was in Mountain Street ceme
in Boston, returned home Monday.
tery.
The senior and intermediate de
Miss Estelle Hall of Portland spent
partments of the Baptist Sunday
the weekend in town.
Mrs. C. O. Perry of Rockland was school will have a calendar party in
AT EASTERTIDE
the winner of the handsome puff the vestry this Tuesday evening. The
given awav by the Ladies of the junior and primary departments are
That Most Personal of All
G. A. R.
not included.
Gifts—Your Photograph.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Fish have
Mrs. Henry B. Shaw and Miss
returned from Portland where they Frances Shaw left Monday for Libattended the Passion Play.
erty to attend the funeral of Miss
May we suggest an early
An eight-pound son was born Sun- Evie Twitchell. Mr. Shaw has been
appointment to insure de
day to Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pushaw in Liberty several days caring for Mr.
livery before April 5.
at the Camden Community Hospital, i Twitchell who is also ill.
The Farm Bureau will meet at Me- I Mrs. Truman Saw’yer writes intergunticook Grange hall Thursday and tained at dinner and cards Friday
visitors are welcome.
Subject, evening at their home on High street.
Champney’s Studio
"Vegetables for Health.” The mem- The guests were William T. Flint of
foot of Linierock Street
bers will also hold a food sale at the j Rockland. Miss Katherine Winn, Miss
ROCKLAND. MAINE
store of Carleton, French & Com- , Kay Turner and Frank Carr,
pany Saturday, at 10 o'clock.
i There will be a union prayer service
22-U
Pictures at the Comique Theatre at the Baptist vestry Thursday eve-Member ofthis week include the following: j nfng at 7.15.
Photogbaphers’Ass’n of America
Tuesday, William Boyd in “The j
• » . •
Painted Desert/’ Wednesday and
Mrs Truman sawyer white interThursday, Winnie Lightner in the estjngjy from her winter home in
"Life of the Party; Friday. "Big Miami: -Mr. and Mrs. Errol Buker
Money: Saturday, Joe Brown m oj Bath, accompanied by two friends.
"Top Speed."
Miss May Conley and Charles CumPOULTRYMEN
Miss Ruth Thomas has returned to , mjngS made a trip to Miami recentATTENTION!
Saco after spending a week with her j
called upon Mr. and Mrs. Trunarents Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. man Sawyer, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
We Want Your
Thomas. Pearl street.
Sawyer and Miss Margaret Thompson
LIVE POULTRY
and Mrs. Richard Howarth who are spending the winter here.
And Will Pay Highest Market
were hosts Saturday evening at They feft Bath Friday noon and ar
Price
cards, four tables in play. High hon- j rjVetj
Tuesday forenoon. They
Call or write and trucks will call. crs went to Mrs. Harry Wilson and were g))armej with the place, but
COHEN BROS.
Harold Wilson, second to Mrs Flora ylavfng on]y one week vacation stayed
Care CHARLES MrKELI.AK
Barnard and Fred Lermond, and only one night and a day. starting
WARREN, ME.
third to Mrs. Mark Rodgers and Rob back Wednesday afternoon." Mrs.
Telephone Warren 2-3
ert Ancill. As it was also the birth- Sawyer got the surprise of her lite.
Reference: Any poultry raiser
dav
anniversary
one of the
guests She Watsitti"8 °n the. P‘aZ2a 0Vhelr:
Arth
aurnSkewes ofhe^wa
presented
109-tf
with a large birthday lake.
Vya™. halffig nX-e^ilen a°ny-'

SCANDALS RIVAL
DAYSOFTWEED

THE POWER QUESTION

Ably Debated By Holmes and ❖
Moran At Poland Spring J
Gathering

In Everybody’s Column
❖
.y..j^..y..}•4-2.5.3:1:25Sill

*•* *•* *•* *•• |R
» I
The regulation of electrical utilities
Advertisements In th's column not to
» t
three lines Inserted once for 25, *
in Maine has not escaped from the exceed
cents. 3 times for 50 cents. Additions) .
♦
hands of the Public Utilities Com lines 5 cents each for one time. 10 cents •
i
for three times. Six words make a line.
j,
R
mission through out-of-the-State
••• *•• *•* *•* *•* *•* •** *•• “ Bt, ••• '•* *•*
holding companies,
W. Gerald $$, *•»*•♦••••♦• ••* *•• •••*♦••••••• •••
$•
POULTRY wanted, large or small lots.!, LADIES I will give to you $10 worth
Holmes, industrial engineer of the
PETER EDWARDS. 271 Limerock St.. ’ of beautiful hosiery or dainty lingerie
New York.—A small, quiet man New England Public Service Com
Rockland. Tel. 806-J.
27-29, for merely forming a Freshie Hosiery
------------ —---- Club” among_ your friends. Write MANwho likes to fish and play golf has pany, contended at Poland Spring
ORDERS TAKEN for home-cooked
27*29
*•* *•* *•* *•* ••• *•• ••• *•* *•* ■•* ••• ••• $p i food, all kinds. MRS. ERNEST MUNRO. AGER P O. Box 35. Rockland.
assumed command in New York's Friday night, replying to charges by
5-TUBE Radio (battery set! also port
Tel. 415-J.
27-29
latest investigation into charges of Edward C. Moran. Jr., twice Demo
able victrola. Inquire of TEDDY'S SHOP
MAN'S FUR LINED glove, found Mon
for home cooking wanted Rockport.________________________ 27*29
Judicial irregularities and political cratic candidate for Governor, in a day.
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cars!
At
a
low
I Hahn.
him on a street ear got the rest
FOR SALE—Six room house, garage,
St. George Road.
electric lights and water, double lot of
Prof. Galen Eustis and family, ac
price we sell high grade cars that
A’ev Dodge Six Sedan fSdS
FOR SALE—R. I. Red Chicks. Statq land. Pleasant Gardens, for sale on
companied by Mrs. Blanchard Orne,
accredited $18 per 100. W. L. MERRIAM. rent plan, $1500, $15 month. V. F.
give good service.
Union, Maine. Telephone 8-5.
21-tf STUDLEY, 69 Park 8t. Tel. 1080. 12-tf
ileft Sunday for Waterville.
A New Dodge Six and Eight—with all the qual
To have plenty of firm flesh and the
Harold Higgins, Miss Eleanor See- I
S. C. R. I. REDS—Baby chicks from
_________
_______
FOR
SALE—_Fifty
houses of all descrlpWind
Hurls
Woman
ability
to
do
a
big
day
’
s
work
and
feel
standard utility stock. Maine accredited.’ptions in Rockland.'’ ’’A~rarge*list of Turner and Miss Lenora Ney have re-1
ity, stamina and dependability you expect from
1930
Oldsmobile
Sedan
They make healthy, productive hens mer
---- ----------- ’In fact
-..................................
“
like
a
two-year-old
”
at
night,
you
cottages.
all kinds of real
j turned and taken up their teaching
Into Open Fireplace
Price per 100. $20; 500. $19; 1000 and up. estate. Come and talk over my list If
must relish your food and properly di
$18.
Hatching
eggs.
Write
or
phone.
E
duties
in
the
local
schools.
1928
Essex
Coach
■you
wish
to
buy.
ROBERT
U. COLLINS,
Dodv,.—plus rare new beauty, new size, comfort
Itosetta, Wash.—When a
gest it. If you can’t eat, can’t sleep,
C. TEAGUE, Warren, Me. Tel. 13-42 ■375 Main St. Tel. 77.
15-tf
! Miss Janet Leighton who spent her
tornado
struck
the
home
of
Warren.
ll-tf
can’t work, just give Tanlac the
1929 Ford Coupe
vacation at the Knox Hotel has reFOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and
and performance — and still remaining at tradi
Mrs.
Maggie
Beattie
here
re

chance to do for you what it has dene
cottages for sale and rent, attractive
[ turned to West Springfield. Mass.
cently it threw iier into an
1928 Oldsmobile Sedan
prices, ideal loactions, tea houses, and
for millions.
I Miss Anne Jacobs has returned
shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast,
open fireplace.
tional Dodge price-levels. The New Six, ®81 5 to
Maine.
is.tf
from Bristol where she visited Mr.
Mrs.
Fred
Westin,
of
387
E.
57th
1928
Chevrolet
Coupe
Two children witli their
| and Mrs. E. F. Sprowl.
St. North, Portland, Ore., says: “Tan
mother
escaped
In
tlie
wreck

S845. The New Eight, 81 095 to 81 135. Standard
1929 Whippet Coach
The annual meeting of the Town
lac cured my stomach trouble com
V ... ••• -»•
...
M,
age of tlie home.
V
Nurse Association will be held in the
pletely after three years suffering. It
1929
Pontiac
Sedan
Six,8735 to 8835. Standard Eight,8995 to 81 095.
j selectmen’s room, Watts block, Fri♦
built me up to perfect health, with a
, day evening at 7 oclock. Election
♦
gain of 27 lbs.”
1929 Pontiac Sedan
*••
.*. .*.
••• ••• $s
! ot officers will take place at this rr.eet- Friday evening at 7.30. Make reser
All prices f. o. b. factory
Tar.lac is wonderful for indigestion
EXTRA GOOD 1928 standard
1929 Chevrolet Sedan
1 ing, and the public is invited to at- vations with the committee Mrs. How — gas pains, nausea, dizziness and
door Buick sedan. LEWISTON BUICK
1 tend.
ard Wood, Mrs. N. J. Anzalone, Mrs. headaches. It brings back lost appe
CO., Park St. ______
27-29
Walter Studley attended thy con- B. E. Brazier or Mrs. Enoch Clark, tite, helps you digest food, and gain
' DON’T THROW AWAY your old batvention of hardware dealers in Bos but if you neglect to make them strength and weight. No mineral
teries. just try Nu Life, it makes them
good as new. I will take orders at any
ton last week.
j come just the same and you will be drugs; onlj^ roots, barks and herbsr
time.
Call 522-R. Citv.
Batteries
' Miss Celia Flye has graduated from sure of a welcome.
nature’s own medicines. Less than 2;
charged while you wait. PERCY LLOYD
the Maine school of beauty culture.
Rockland.
27-29
cents
a
dose.
Get
a
bottle
from
your;
WHEN IN NEW YORK—You -an buy*
The auxiliary of Williams-Brazier
Tel. 124
54 Park St.
Rockland
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND
HALF TON Delivery Truck for sale
Your money back if it'
copies of The Courier-Gazette, -itli the druggist.
Post. A., L„ is holding
the
second
card
NYE'S GARAGE, 515 Main St. Tel. 585
.
. .. .__. „
home news, at Hotallng's agency, 308 doesn't help,
j
party of a series in the Legion rooms West 4otL, at.
27-28

New York Amazed at Rev
elations of Irregularities
on Part of Judges.

WANTED

♦

J

FOR SALE

! LOST AND FOUND ;

;
BF

SITUATIONS
;
*•* *•* ••* *•* *•* *•* *•* *•* *•* *** B$

POULTRY WANTED

?

IU

••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
Sg
; MISCELLANEOUS J

Michael Angelo said:—

The Accumulative
Effect of Good
Advertising
Cannot
Be Overestimated

«

B. C. M.

□ □□GE

* EGGS AND CHICKS
H
... r

□ E?PE-NDABILITY

REAL ESTATE

Run-Down, Weak,
Nervous?

AUTOMOBILES

DYER’S GARAGE

;

Every-Other-Day

In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE .................. ....... 770 or 794-W

Mr. and Mrs. Homer E. Robinson
and Mr. and Mrs. Louis A. Walker
attended the Belfast Rotary Club
“ladies’ night" Friday evening, as
invited guests.

"What can be done about movies
that are degrading?" is Rev. Mr.
Kenderdine's topic at the Education
al Club meeting Friday afternoon.
The absorbing self-analysis of intro
verts and extraverts such as “Do I
dwell long on slights I receive in my
daily human contacts or do I ignore,
minimize and wipe them out utter
ly?" will be resumed. Five vice
presidents will report on the team
campaign.

The Knox County contingent at
Miami was increased last week by the
arrival at that Florida winter resort
of Frank H. Jordan and his daugh
ter Miss Margaret Jordan, of Thom
aston. They have taken rooms in the
apartment La Paloma, 829 18th ave
nue, N. W., where they will remain
until spring before returning to their
northern home.
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Mrs. Henry B. Bird was happily
surprised Sunday evening at her
home on Broadway by a group of
neighbors who have been holding a
series of jolly informal parties
through the winter season, as an ob
servance of her birthday which fell
on a recent date. A beautiful bou
quet was presented Mrs. Bird. Supt.
and Mrs. E. L. Toner were welcomed
The Methebesec Club meets Friday into the neighborhood circle.
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Harriet
Frost, Summer street, instead of with j Cecil, Farrell and Addison Sawyer
Mrs. Matie Little Mrs. Orissa Mer ' of The Highlands entertained a party
ritt, as program chairman will have 1 of 15 young folks Saturday evening.
"Changing American Literature" as Games and refreshments figured in
her subject, and Miss Margaret a very pleasant evening.
Snow, librarian of the Public Libra
ry, will be guest speaker, her sub
Mr. and Mr. Charles R. Lake, Mrs.
ject being "Creative Reading.’ The Castera Means and F. W. Robbins
meeting will begin 2.30.
spent Sunday with friends in Gardi
ner.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene E. Stoddard
and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph L. Smith
Mrs. Nellie Bird who has been
spent Sunday at the Stoddard-St.- . spending the winter with her sons
Clair cottage at Ash Point, where Mervyn Bird in Belfast and Harland.
they found snowdrifts “mountain in Auburn, N. Y„ returned home Frihigh,” belying the ba.?e roads in I day.
other nearby sections.
Palmer Robinson who has been in
Mr and Mrs. S. D. Crosby who
Hospital for an appendicitis
have been guests of their daughter, Knox
returned to his home at
Mrs. Harvey Pease at Wiscasset, ar operation,
the Southend, last Wednesday.
rived home Saturday.

Mrs Percy J. Good (Lettie Smal
ley) of Camden, has joined Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Smalley in New York
for a Southern trip.

Mr. and Mrs. Warren Malcolm of
Augusta were guests of Mrs. Franz
Simmons Sunday at Knox Hospital.
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Mrs. Daniel Cole, Curdy street, en
tertained at dinner Sunday in honor
of her father, Lewis Stanley, of
Swan’s Island. The guests were Mr.
and Mrs. Adelbert French and Mr.
and Mrs. Wallace Spaulding and son
Donald, of Camden.

TODAY

Miss Laura Fish and Miss Mary
Goodey of the staff of V. A. Leach
entered upon a two weeks’ vacation
, yesterday.
Fred A. Thorndike left yesterday
for Boston where he will join Mr.,
and Mrs. H. Kinsley Draper to sail
on Thursday for New York for a
month’s sojourn in Porto Rico, the
greater part of the time to be spent
in visiting the fruit plantations of ■
which Mr. Draper is director. G. B.
Butler accompanied Mr. Thorndike
to Boston.

“RED LETTER DAY”
Observing Our 38th Anniversary in

Miss Rose McNamara who has
been in Boston for several weeks
guest of her sister Miss Alice Mc
Namara arrived home Saturday.

Our Present Store

Mrs. Mary French of Maverick
street was the recipient of many
kindnesses Sunday, her birthday.
J They consisted of candy, cards, a
nice birthday cake and numerous
other gifts, for all of which she is
Miss Ervilla Stoddard left Satur | grateful.
day for Easthampton, Mass. She
Charles McAuliffe of 42 Fulton |
was a guest Saturday of Mr. and Mrs.
W. A. Holman in Portland, and Sun i street is home on his vacation from
day joined a friend in Salem, Mass., New York, where he is employed as
I
motoring to Easthampton from ! engineer
there.
The managers of the Home for :
Mrs. Roger Wolcott left yesterday Aged Women will meet Wednesday ‘
for Hartford, Conn., where she will at 2.30 at the home of Mrs. F. W.
join her husband for several weeks. \ Fuller, Talbot avenue.

Take Advantage of the Storewide

10 Per Cent Reduction
In Our Marvelous Stock of Fresh

Spring Merchandise

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Jordan of
South Warren were guests Sunday
Mrs Howard A Dunbar is at the of their son Henry, Warren street.
The Knoweachother Club was en
Mrs. C. A. Packard entertained at
Stinson Hospital, Bangor, where she
a table of bridge Saturday evening at tertained yesterday by Mrs. Alice i
Miss
Ruby
Davis
of
Elm
street
has
was recently operated upon. She is
Spear. Sewing and refreshments oc
her home on Pleasant street.
gaining in an encouraging manner returned from Arlington, Mass.,
cupied the time happily.
where she spent her vacation.
The Corner Club was entertained
Capt. William S. Blair of Brook
Mrs. R. H. Britt was hostess to the
Miss Irma FicketJ, who is attend Friday afternoon by Mrs. Nellie Dow.
lyn is the guest of his sister, Mrs.
THE Club last evening for supper
ing
a
school
of
dramatic
art
in
Bos

Parker E. Worrey, Broadway, for
Miss Mary Small, a freshman at and cards. Honors were won by |
ton and making remarkable advance
several weeks.
ment in her work, is visiting her par I the Farmington State Normal School, Mrs. John M. Richardson, Mrs. Ed
'takes part in a Hungarian dance ward Gonia and Mrs. Walter Ladd.
Supper will be served at the Uni- ents, Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Fickett given at Music hall March 26 under
until
March
16.
versalist vestry tomorrow night at 6.
The Auxiliary of Ralph Ulmer |
the auspices of the Girls' Athletic
Mrs. L. F. Chase as chairman will be
Camp .S.W.V. will meet tomorrow
Association.
<
Roland
Grant
who
has
been
the
assisted by Mrs. J. S. Jenkins, Mrs.
evening for a social at 7.30.
Herbert Hall, Mrs. Fred Collamore, guest of his mother Mrs. Harry
Dr. and Mrs. A. W. Foss and Mr.
Grant,
Park
street,
returned
Satur

Mrs. E. C. Boody, Jr., Mrs. Edward day to New York [where he has em and Mrs. W. W. Spear entertained
The Junior Harmony Club meeting
Gonia, Mrs. Benjamin Philbrook,
the Saturday Night Club at the Foss tomorrow evening at the BPW rooms
ployment.
Mrs. Harry Brown, Mrs. Hattie Da
I home on Beech street for supper and will not conduct a program as.
vies, Mrs. F. L. Green and Mrs. A. M.
'cards. Honors were won by Mrs. planned, on account of the music
Mrs.
F.
E.
Leach
and
daughter
Vir

Moody. A brief business meeting of ginia spent the weekend in Portland Alan ,L Bird. Mrs. E. L. Brown and memory contest.
the Woman’s Society will be held
Mrs. J. F. Knight, G. A. Lawrence, A.
after supper, with Mrs. C. E. Rollins, with relatives.
The Wawenock Club met last
C. McLoon and Mr. Brown.
president, presiding. The youthful 1 Mrs. H. Chambers of Bangor is
j night with Mrs. H. J. Keating, Me- j
members of the Clara Barton Guild j the guest of her daughter Mrs. Wilis only a matter of time before they
The working group of Congrega- chanic street. Response to roll call
ACROSS THE BORDER
are to present a repeat performance iliam Valenta, Warren street.
will have to discontinue buying,
I tional ladies is to meet Thursday was made with quotations from Benof the charming operetta "Afternoon
evening at the parsonage on Beech ! jamin Franklin. These papers were 1 Paragraphs From the Boston Her provided that something is not done
Tea," the cast including Muriel Mcto remedy the matter.
Word has been received here that street, with Mrs. W. S. Rounds as presented: “The Story of Egypt,” by
ald’s Maritime News Column
Phee, Jane Welch and Ruth Pike
' Mrs. Susie Davis, “Go to Jotta for a
A local group is preparing to re
Carl R. Snow, who has been quite ill hostess.
1 trip to the Holy Land,” by Mrs. Susie
at his home in South Portland, is
The Canadian Goodwill and Trade sume the age-old search for the
Chapin Class will hold an import slowly improving. His mother, Mrs.
: pirate gold believed to be buried at
Mrs. Damie Rose Gardner who re- Campbell and "Naples and the Burant meeting in the Universalist ves Georgia Snow, who has been spend 'cently returned from a cruise of sev rounding Places” by Miss Minnie Mission to South America which The Ledge, a few miles below St.
sailed
on
the
Canadian
National
try this evening at 7.30.
Stephen. It was fairly well estab
ing a few days there, has returned eral weeks to the West Indies is now Smith. The meeting next Monday
and is at the home of Mrs. Crozier in . the guest of her sister. Mrs. Frederick evening will be with Miss M. Eveline steamship Prince Robert from Hali lished about 50 years ago that the
Master James Wentworth ob Rockport, where she is spending the i Rugg in Jackson Heights, L. I. Mrs. Burbank.
fax Friday lends Interest to an cache existed. One resident of The
served his 8th birthday recently by winter.
j Gardner will visit friends in Boston
ad< .tiohal shipment of five carloads I.edge, long indigent, suddenly be
entertaining several of his friends at
before returning home.
TENANT’S HARBOR
of dried Nova Scotia fish which has came affluent and paid his bills With
his home on Broadway for games
gold. After his death a member of
The monthly business meeting of
—
and refreshments. His guests were 1 the Congregational Woman’s Asso
Jeanette ChaDles. daughter of Mr. I There was a large attendance at | left Yarmouth, three being for Rio i the family said that he had befriend
Felice Perry, Jean Palmer, Jane ciation takes place tomorrow in the and Mrs. Wendell Chaples, observed the meeting of the Ladies’ Sewing de Janeiro and the balance for other ed the lone mariners left by the
Welch, Susan Hutchinson, Bobby church vestry at 4.30, preceding cir- her 5th birthdav Saturday by en Circle at the church vestry last Tues places in Brazil. There has been a pirates to guard the treasure, which
Willard, Earl Look, Philip French t cle supper at 6 o’clock under the di- tertaining several friends in a de day afternoon and evening. Supper sharp upward trend In the market was hidden for a time. The pirates
and Philip Wentworth The absence ‘rection of Mrs. H. B. Fales.
lightful manner. Games were en- was served of sliced ham, mashed po for Nova Scotia fish in Brazil recent did not return and the guard, con
of Herbert Ellingwood, Donald Fogg
cluding they had abandoned him or
’ joyed, and the refreshments fea tato, salad, jello with whipped cream,
and Patricia Allen was much re
i had come to grief, ran out of food.
Henry B. Bird left yesterday for tured a birthdav cake decorated in 1 jelly tarts and various kinds of cake, ly.
Fishermen met at Antigonish He was given aid bv the local men
gretted.
Washington, D. C., in the interests green and white and bearing five including two birthday cakes in honor
of the canning industry. He was ac blazing pink candles.
Jeanette's of the birthday anniversary of the courthouse Monday and formed an and in return he gave his benefactor
Mrs. Merle Hutchinson is a patient companied by Mrs. Bird who will be guests were Marie. Grace and Doro ' father cf our country. Unique table organization to be known as the considerable gold, taking a lot away
at Knox Hospital
J the guest of her sister, Mrs. Ernest thy Tripp. Barbara Newbert, Ruth decorations in red, white and blue Antigonish Salmon Producers. This ’ with him. Now another search is to
be made when the spring opens in
! Young, in Boston, for the week.
McMann, Lucille Smith, Maxis Moore , were in keeping with the occasion.
is the outgrowth of the salmon fish the area near Raven’s Head.
The Universalist candy table com
and Richard Chaples.
’ The centerpiece represented a large
mittee gives a public bridge Thurs
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Mills of War
red, white and blue drum and the ermen’s cooperative whicn nas Deen
day evening at the Copper Kettle, ren were the guests Sunday of Mr.
Miss Lucille Egan and Miss favors were of floral stars in the same working on the North Shore during
Little Lawrence was
untidy,
with playing to begin at 7.30. Mrs. Mills' niece, Miss Doris Hyler, War Dorothy Thorndike and Miss Alice colors. The hostesses for the supper the past few years. The new body i Though his mother made every ef
takes
in
more
territory
to
the
east

George B. Wood Is chairman
ren street.
Felt of Thomaston motored to Ban and entertainment were Fanny Mor
fort to encourage him, he seldom
ward and its officers are as follows:
gor Saturday.
ris and Margaret Cant. The ener- President. Dan Fraser. S. S. Harbor; folded or hung his clothes after he
John O. Stevens is in Boston on
Mrs. George Palmer as general
i had undressed for bed. One day his
' getic ladies of the .society are sewing
business for a few days.
chairman of the committee in
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred diligently in preparation for the an vice president, Angus D. MacDonald, I mother came fhto his bedroom, and
Arisaig;
secretary,
Rec.
D.
Maccharge of the evening bridge to be C. Lindscv Jr., was the scene of a nual summer fair. Owing to other
saw his clothes scattered all over the
Eachern, Arisaig; manager, John A. flooi.
Mrs. C. W. Proctor entertains the , given at the home of Mrs. David Tal- happy gathering Saturday evening. social
activities for next week the cir MacDonald, Arisaig.
Tuesday Club for luncheon and cards : bot, Tuesday evening, March 10, There were two tables of bridge, the cle will omit the afternoon session on
“I wonder who it was that did not
During the last week schooners
this afternoon.
i under the auspices of Chapin Class, j players being Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Tuesday, but will meet in the eve
have arrived from the banks with fold clothes before he went to bed?"
has announced her assistants: Mrs. Crockett, Capt. and Mrs. Fred C. ning.
over 500,000 pounds fresh fish. Local she asked.
Master Robert Ulmer who has been C. A. Palmer, Miss. Gladys Blethen, Lindsey, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fields
Little Lawrence pulled the bed
fish merchants paid a higher price
the guest of his grandfather, Fred A. Mrs. E. R. Veazie, Mrs. Carl E. Free- and the hosts. Honors were won by
DR. ETHEL CRIE
on Monday than was paid at Halifax. clothes over his head and answered:
Blackington, at the West Meadows, ' man. Mrs. A. B. Higgs. Mrs. Ralph L. Mr. Fields and Capt. Lindsey. For
Combined with the glutted market it I “Adam!”
Osteopathic Physician
returned Saturday to his home in Smth, Mrs. Harry Brown, Mrs. Eu those who did not play bridge, parTHOMASTON
gene E. Stoddard, Miss Ellen J. ' lor croquet, cribbage and other games MAIN STREET,
Everett, Mass.
Cochran, Miss Helen McBride, Mrs. were enjoyed, participated in by Mrs.
Office Phone 136—Residence 83
Miss Jeanette Waldo resumed her H. P. Blodgett, Miss Harriet Rankin, Florence Crockett. Miss Lillian Row Free Children’s Clinic 9.00 to 10.00
Every Saturday Morning
duties at the V. A. Leach store yes j Miss Myrtle Herrick. Miss Lucy ell, Miss Helen Withee, Ione Lour23-tf
terday after a 10 days’ vacation Rhodes and Mrs. C. E. Rollins.
aine/ Bernice and Mertie Lindsey.
spent with her mother, Mrs Mary
Waldo, in Westboro, Mass', as guests
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
of Miss Annie Newcomb.
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

VISIT OUR NEW SECOND FLOOR

DRAPERY DEPARTMENT

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

RESERVE

Miss Hermia Toothacker of Bruns
wick was the weekend guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Hall, Summer
street.

Avoid spring housecleaning work.
There are many ways the People’s
Laundry can help you. Telephone
170.—adv. 25-31

hotel worthy ot It* nunte"

47th St., just west of Broadway, New York
In the center of the city’s business,shopping and theatre

districts, HOTEL EDISON establishes a new high
standard of accommodations, so moderately priced as to
make this hotel your outstanding choice in New York.

To meet the present-day demand for luxury as well

as economy, we have built lavishly large rooms, fur
nished them beautifully and installed every modern
convenience, such as radio, private bath and shower,
circulating ice water, full length mirrors, two large

,

closets, etc.

1 OOO ROOMS

1OOO BATHS
ft:

RADIO in every room

SINGLE from *2.50
DOUBLE from *4.00

ONE DAY

SUITES from *7.00
Special rates for
permanent guests

For banquet* a beautiful
ballroom seating up to
1200 person* is available
William F. Tbomann
Manager

q

Her Brains,

Telephone PEnn. 6-8600

Her Lips . . .
She Plots

-W-V’f- ’-..vet j*.-.

As a gay Lothario who learned about
women selling vacuum cleaners!
IN

Revenge

The BPW Club meets Thursday
evening at the rooms. Supper at
6.30 will be served under the direc
tion of Mrs. Maude Hallowell. Miss
Ethel Payson as program chairman
is arranging interesting features.

[1

EDISON
“X

Of The Year

With Her Eyes,

On The

Man Who
Ruined

Her Life!
Now she has this man in her power! His son is her
husband! His name is her name!
What can he do about it What will she do . . . now
that she has won out? Ruin the sons’ life as well as
the father's? Forsake love for revenge?
Grippnig drama of love and retribution in which
that amazing actress

“Parlor, Bed
room and Bath”
The season's swellest comedy with the
greatest cast of comedians ever in one picture!
LOOK!

JOAN CRAWFORD

more stunningly beautiful than ever, creates a role of
compelling dramatic intensity! In a play to hold you
spellbound!

New

HOTEL

For Your Biggest Laugh

Miss Myra Joyce entertained at j
luncheon and bridge Friday evening
at her home on Orient street. Honors
were won by Miss Marion Myers,
George Lewis and Newton Strick
land.

The society section of the Port
land Telegram carried a charming
picture of Mrs. Paul F. Fraser of
Westbrook, noted with interest by
many, as Mrs. Fraser has several
relatives in Rockland and vicinity,
and has been a visitor in the city in
years past. She is the daughter of
the late Judge Ashley St. Clair of
Calais, and was Phyllis St. Clair be
fore her marriage to Mr. Fraser, who
Is athletic director at Westbrook
High School. Mrs. Fraser is very
prominent in club work and social
affairs in Westbrook, and has been
named as chairman of the commit
tee arranging for the annual guest
night of the Ammoncongin Literary
Club at the Columbia Hotel, Portland
tomorrow evening. She is a former
president of the club, a member of
the Westbrook Womans Club, and
several other organizations, includ
ing the Camp Fire Girls. She is a
graduate of Colby College, and fol
lowing her graduation taught at Co
burn Classical Institute for a number
of years. Mrs. Fraser has been a
resident of Westbrook for nine years,
her home being on Waltham street.
In addition to her many outside
activities, she is the mother of sev
eral small children and conducts a
well managed household. By all who
know her, Mrs. Fraser Is considered a
very wonderful young woman, both
in character and ability.

NOW OPEN—The

FLORIDA
MIAMI’S
Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to all point* of interest—Modem in every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
surround the hotel Many rooms with pnvate balconies.

MOTEL

_

GRALYNN

Corner Second St. and 1st Ave. S, E.

Booklet
o„
Application

RATES: (EuropeanI
Single $2.50 to $7.00 daily
Double $5.00 to $12.00 daily

(lane la
October)

Hotel

Dining Room Service Unsurpassed

REGINALD DENNY

CHARLOTTE GREENWOOD

PAID”

CLIFF EDWARDS

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Drama with a castlncludnig

Robert Armstrong,
>//'

Matie Prevost

NOW PLAYING

From the stage Success "Within The Law" by
Bayard Veiller

"DRACULA”

PAINTING

I,AST TIMES TODAY
“CIMARRON" with RICHARD DIX
One
of the

A Paramount Publix Theatre
SHOWS AT
2.00, 6.30, 8.30
Saturday Continuous
2.00 to 10.30

Publix Theatree

HOME OF
PARAMOUNT
PICTURES
TELEPHONE 892

Home of
Paramount
Pfcturrs

BUCK

NEXT SATURDAY

JONES

A Morning Matiner For Children
At 9.45 A. M.

“THE
LONE
RIDER”

*

in All Its Branches

JOHN A. KARL & CO.
Telephone 745-W

Rockland
17-26

Every-Other-Day
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in the original paper which would
indicate that the name was decided
on after the petition was written.
Dnce Called Barrettstown— An indorsement on the petition men
tions “Act Chap 41, 1804,” which
Petitioners
Wanted
It would lead us to think this petition
was considered, perhaps, with others
Called Walter Berry
in 1804 when the town was finally in
corporated. Mr. Pease obtained the
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
copy of the petition from the Sec
I am indebted to Harry C. Pease retary of the Commonwealth of Mas
of El Segundo. Calif., for a photo-1 sachusetts. Following is a copy of
static copy of the original petition of the petition and names of signers:
31 citizens of Barrettstown to have
Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
the name changed to Walter Berry.
To the Honourable Senate and
Please note that it alludes to Barrett
stown, alias Hope, showing that it House of Massachusetts in General
was called Hope by some at that Court assembled:
The petition of the subscribers intime, yet the 31 men asked for a
different name. Why they wished a habitants of the plantation of Bar
change does not appear. Possibly rettstown, alias Hope, in the County
there was some objection in regard of Lincoln humbly shews—Your Pe
titioners beg leave to represent to
to incorporation or to the name.
The proceedings were held up for your honours that there are upwards
a number of years and finally denied. of 50 families settled: besides a num
The name asked was inserted in a ber of young men who have begun
different handwriting, and in red ink settlements in said Plantation with

THE TOWN OF HOPE

njoy its fl<
Depend on its freshness

•ARMOUR’S
CL <DVERBLOOM
•BUTTER

5
5

1

years

years

expectations for life: that while your
petitioners remain in their present
state they cannot receive any advan
tage from a publick school, although
there is a sufficiency of inhabitants
agreeable to the constitution of this
Commonwealth to maintain one a
part of the year and that your peti
tioners are settled in a scattered sit
uation in said plantation whereby we
cannot enjoy the benefit of public
roads or »highways! until such time
as we can establish them with pro
priety and we are vested with power
and authority therefor from your
Honourable body.
We would further suggest to Your
1 Honours that at least one-third part
of the said Plantation is owned by
non-resident proprietors from which
nor their interest can we receive any
assistance towards the expenses of
publick roads or schools, or other
exigencies till such time as we are
incorporated into a body politick,
vested with those powers and privi
leges which other towns enjoy.
* • * »
We therefore, your petitioners, inI habitants of said Plantation. Pray
Your Honours that the inhabitants
1 of said Plantation comprised within
j the following limits, viz., beginning
at a stake and stones at the south
westerly corner of the town of Cam1 den then running North 33S deg.
west by the northerly line of the
town of Union six miles and sixtynine poles to a stake and stones at
the south easterly corner of the
Plantation of Appleton iso calledi;
thence north 55 '■ deg., east by the
said Appleton five miles and eighty
poles to a stake and stones at the
northwesterly corner of said Appleton. thence south 33:ii deg. east by
land of Henry Knox. Esq., by New
Canaan plantation so called six miles
and sixty nine poles to the north
westerly corner of the Town of CamI den aforesaid; thence south 55\ deg
west by the said Camden, five n.iles
and eighty poles to the bounds first
mentioned may be erected into a
town by the name of Walter Berry
and invested with all the rights and
privileges of similar incorporations
agreeably to the constitution of the
j Commonwealth and your petitioners

ofresearch

r.ers, Irene Moran. Zaida Winslow,
as in duty bound shall ever pray THOUSAND MEMBERS
Lizzie Smith. Christol Cameron,
etc.
Barrettstown. Nov’r, 1795.
Lillian Joyce. Alice Jones. Etta Covel,
Names of subscribers to the peti That the Goal of the Wom Ruth Koster Hoch. Louise Brown.
tion:
Guptill, Nettie Stewart, Lena
an’s Educational Drive j Clara
Samuel Payson. William Hewett,
St. Clair Stevens. Cecile McPhee,
Lucv Gross, Clara Sawyer. Mary McChev'r Kendall. Sainson Sweetland,
Now Being Waged
! Phail. Lizzie McGuire. Elizabeth j
Jacob Mansfield. Enoch Philbrick,
Reuben Barrett. John Fairbanks,
Five teams with 31 members each, Ltice. Addie Guild. Emma Harvey.
Alberta Knight, Minnie Harding,
Eben'r Whitcomb. Reuben Safford,
and
each captained by a vice presi Gertrude Oliver.
Charles Smith. Nathaniel Temple.
dent
of
the
Woman
’
s
Educational
Team 3. Sara Young, captain—
Abner Whitcomb. Walter Philbrick.
Ephraim Barrett. Nathan Mi'es, Club have been laboring diligently j Evelyn Bailey, Mrs. Lucia Hopkins, '
Ep ni Payson. Charles House. Caleb this montn to reach the goal of 1000 Mary Nash. Ada Dyer. Marian WeidMaddocks. Lemuel Wentworth. Rob prepaid members.
These vice I man, Elmer Reed. Minnie Crozier, ;
ert Thompson. Wm. McMurphy. presidents hold their offices on ' Charles Lord, Beulah Allen, MarJohn Keith. Trantor Crooker. Shubel account of previous activities along i garet Young. Minnie Strout, Alice 1
Start. Kathie Diamond. Edna Start.
Wentworth. Simon Barrett, Sam this line for club enrichment and SI
ena deRochemont.
Crosby
aeKOcnemont Inez vrosoy
j, won-t
]ong „w Just 18 day.
Bartlett. Dan Bartlett. Silas Brooks, j upbuilding through definite and Lena
Wil'm Cottal. John Hilt.
united effort to share its benefits and Gertrude Tibbc.ts. Josephine Burns, {rQm today arriVes the first day of
The descendants of the signers of opportunities with all who appreciate Mrs. Henry Foster. Mary Ames, Rose spring. 1931. Time to look over the
this old document are now scattered , the value of group education for a LeBlanc. Alice Sprague Hall. Mar old car for spring delivery. We are
garet Flanagan, Lena Merrill, Eliza told by a young official of General
all over the country and this article 1 more enlightened patriotism,
Morton, Madlene Rogers, Motors, that more than 15.000 auto
may be of interest to many of them
Clara Spalding. Lilia Williams beth
A. F. Dunton. I Sara Young. Lilia Clark and Abbie Marcia Greene, Mrs. Axel Brunberg. mobile dealers have been eliminated
Valley Farm. Hope.
Richardson are supplied with a corps Therese Millett. Mabel Wiley. Sadie the past 12 months. Only the fittest
| of able workers, from each of whom, Leach. Ruth Rogers. Alice Robbins. have survived.
as hereinafter named, is expected Edna Boggs, Grace Lawrence, Emma
DOES ANYBODY KNOW?
'•> S> Sonly $1 as a minimum requirement Norwood. Faith Ulmer, Shirley Rol
He reports that one million fewer
lins.
Doris
Hyler.
Belle
Frost,
Eliza
for
remaining
on
the
team
although
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
automobiles
were
manufactured
I would like to know when the
1TA.thsIl Plummer.
during 1930. but gasoline consumpthis low requirement will be secured
Waldoboro basketball girls' team is by all. thus strengthening the club's
4 i ilia Clark eantain—Katp 1tion jumped up by 13 million barrels,
Brl™ Susie Newbert Lucy sillerv Which means the cars have been
coming to Rockland for a return l powers and filling its coffers.
“wrv Mbs. Evfio Creamer S 1 driven more and worn out faster
No other club offers a superior lecgame with the Rockland High School
j turc and study course of such ex- Hovey, Lenore Benner. Ruth Elling- I than they are replaced.
second team.
4> <$> §>
I understand that the game played ! tent, with such high talent in guest wood. Aliola Watts. Orissa Merritt,
Again, there are seven million old
there was quite exciting and I am ' speakers, which is besides offered for Mary Wiggin Spear. Grace Ludwick.
25 cents annual fee to the entire Grace McIntosh. Elizabeth Knight, , cars still in service, and they are so
looking forward with much interest only
Minnie Miles. Myrtle Herrick, Doro | old it is now more expensive to op
to the game which I expect will soon feminine public.
And here is the impressive army thy Harvey, Ellura Hamlin, Nellie erate them than to replace them.
be played in the Rockland High engaged
in
the
drive:
Hall. Neva Dver. Susie Lamb, Sadie < You chaps with old cars, read that
School gymnasium.
Team 1. Clara Spalding, captain— Sansom. Mabel Holbrook. Mabel over again i. Many owners are now
C. O. Perry
Rebecca Ingraham, Anne V. Flint, Fcrnald. Iva Richan, Mrs. E. L. : aware that it costs more to keep up
Doris Hvler. Clara Johnson. Ellen Kelley, Mrs. W. H. Anderson, Doro an old car than it does to run a new
Dyer, Marv Holbrook. Elizabeth Has thy Snow.
i one. Others are going to learn it as
kell Caroline Page. Ella Maddocks.
Team 5. Abbie Richardson, cap- j soon as they get good driving weather
x-, j ,
«
Ida Adkins. Helen Carlson. Mvra tain—Florence Hastings. Clara Em- ! in a few weeks. If you have a very
DRin
Scammon. Edith Young. Ada Hewett. ! ery. Louise Ingraham, Mary Finegold, oid car—and if you must have a car
& Clifford Sistare. Helen York. Harriet ■ Nina Gregory. Abbie Conners. Lena in your business—it is economy to
Protect your skin with this new won- j;orton. Belle Frost. Fliza Plummer, Miller. Sadie Bradbury, Janette buy a new one. You save money.
derful Face Powder and let MELLO-, G]adys Mills. Phoebe Starrett, Nellie Dunton. Mrs. James Dondis. Char
<g> <j> <®>
GLO give you that youthful bloom, dehorn. Corice Jenkins. Annie Blais- lotte Dyer, Hattie Lord. Ethel Perry.
Take the figures 1, 2. 3. 4. 5, 6. 7. 8,
Made by a new French process— de;y Asenath Achom. Priscilla Rich- Alma Leo. Margaret Maxey. Flora
stays on longer, prevents large pores. ardson. Mary Hastings. Ruth Spear, Maxcv, Mattie Packard. Shirley 9. Multiply two of them and add all
not used and make an even
beautifies your complexion. Does not Mf tic Dver. Ida Simmons,
Rollins. Viola Harmon. Evelyn Cohen. others Address
answers to me, care
irritate the skin or give a pasty look.
Team 2. Lilia Williams, captain— Evelvn Cates. Elizabeth Gregory. 100.c Courier-Gazette,
Rockland, Me.
ourest face powder made. Try MEL- Mary Hanley, Hattie Tillson, Minnie Evelyn Sherman. Annie I. Flint.
IO-GIO and you'll love it. Corner Ludwig, Jessie Stewart
Wilbur Alena Young. Winifred Horton, Lelia
Billy Sunday is on the war path
Drug Store and all other good stores. Strong. Leona Risteen. Abbie Con- ■ Benner, Beatrice Chaples, Susie
1
again for a spring drive. Here is one
Brown, Florence Deane.
Probably a banquet for the win of his typical Billy Sunday sentences:
ning team as honor guests and spe "We have sent the saloon to hell
cial recognition for those who turn where it belongs A! Smith could no
in as individuals end teams the more make this country wet again
greatest number of memberships than he could hope to cross the ocean
on a grindstone drawn by cock
paid to May, 1932.
roaches.”
♦ 4>
Congress is always going off halfThere have been so many men ask
cocked and doing something withI out mature deliberation. Just look at ing for money for “something to eat"
the way they are rushing into action on the crowded Los Angeles streets,
on the Muscle Shoals matter after that a few of the younger business
only twelve years of study.—Nash men. to test out matters, dressed 'up
in old clothes and went out on the
ville Southern Lumberman.

Why Let Your

in the home

KNOX COUNTY'S LARGEST BANKING INSTITUTION

YEAR
GUARANTEE

Lincoln Counties

The successful mechanic
works from a plan
He must know in advance what he expects
to accomplish and what the necessary steps
are to bring his job to completion. The man
or woman who wishes to get ahead financial
ly should also work according to a pre-de
termined plan with a definite goal in view.
Systematic saving at this bank will help you
become financially independent. Start next
pay day.

SECURITY TRUST
Company

OW, out of a performance record unmatched in the industry, comes

N

a Three-Year Guarantee on the General Electric Refrigerator.
This remarkable warranty means that General Electric assumes responsi
bility for the performance of your refrigerator for three full years.
General Electric’s new guarantee is complete confirmation of the
soundness of the Monitor Top principle —with hermetically sealed
mechanism — an engineering masterpiece perfected in 15 years of
exhaustive research and test.
Today the General Electric offers you the full range of refrigerating
convenience —fast-freezing of ice and desserts, three different zones cf
temperature, an All-Steel cabinet, broom-high legs, maximum food
storage space, and a score of other advantages.

ROCKLAND
Camden, Rockport, Union, Warren, Vinalhaven
A

Member of the Financial Institutions Group of Banks

Financial Institutions. Tnc.. 1r a Maine Corporation ownincr a malnrne *>t
the Capital Stock of 14 Maine banka havlnr total reaourcee of more than
000 non Over Rfi per cent of the Common Stock cf Financial Tnatttnttona
Tnc {.« owned hv Maine capital and *h« corporation la manured hv
men who have had lon< and enocegafnl experience ’n bank inc and fina-c’-'
operation.

Buy on the Budget Plan

A1 the Sign Of
iNorth National B afik

SMALL*DOWN PAYMENT Balance Monthly

ELECTRIC
REFRIGERATOR

Central Maine Power Company

Looking For Something?

Join as in the

General Electric

Program, broad
cast every Satur

At any of

oar storei

Washington warns that the grape
fruit producers are facing certain
disaster within the next few years,
due to increase in groves. The Magic
Valley plans to ship 15,000 cars of
grape fruit next year.
$><$>#«>
And now comes a German profes
sor. He says the value of a woman
of 30 is estimated at $9475. A man
the same age is valued at $11,850.
This is economic value—whatever
that Is. After 30, the woman de
preciates in value very rapidly. At 50
she Is worth $7150 to the State: at 60,
$5075; and at 75, nothing at all.
The potential economic value of a
girl of 15 Is held to be $10,350. Ho
hum. Who believes in figures, any
way?
i

Mr. Shibles Announces 4-H Club
Selections—Eight From Knox and

LOWER PRICES

ALL-STEEL

♦
Complaint is heard in California,
as in Texas, against “favoritism in
hiring Mexicans." There is no such
favoritism, but Mexicans are hired,
in some cases, exclusively on work
that the United-States-born cannot
or will not do. They do not care, for
instance, to lug heavy rails, in relaving railroad tracks. In Arizona, cotton growers find that “Americans”
»„■
will not pick cotton at prevailing
prices of 3 cents a pound.
\
S'
You will see Americans asking for
“the price of a cup of coffee" close to
cotton fields in the South, where
they could earn the price of many
cups. But they will not work for
the wages. They rather beg. Years
ago. Irish immigrants did all the
work—the girls
tpe
household
work, and the men the heavy work,
as all older readers of this column
well remember. Later on, Italians
took the road work from the Irish
and they laid most of the railroad
trackage in the United States. Then
came the Chinese in the far West.
And now the Mexicans in the South
and West do all the hard work that
neither Americans, Irish. Italians, or
any other race will do. The work has
to be done by some one, and so in this
way the Mexicans are a Godsend to
some of the industries—mostly agri
cultural.
;
<§>
i
There are about 100.000 Negro
farmers in Texas alone, and they
I represent, with their families. 500.000
I People There is an old saying in
the South that the only wav to make
p. nigger work is to keep him in debt,
but it isn't true. The Negro has
made a lot of progress In the past
ten years. Given something to work
for, an assured future, with fair deal
ing. he proves himself very industri
ous, economical and honest.

GOING TO SPRINGFIELD

and

GENERAL

streets asking for "a dime for a cup
of coffee.” They averaged $3.60 an
hour each—or about $29 in an eighthour day. Not so bad.

day evening, on
a nation-wide

N. B. C. network

Are you in need of reliable banking service? Are
you looking for a bank strong and reliable, one tully
able to take care of your banking needs?
If so, we offer you our services. We have a Bank
with ample funds, courteous officials, fire proot
yaults, burglar insured. We are careful with our
oans and conduct a sound, conservative bank, one
t will pay you to be identified with. Let us know
your needs.

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

State Club Leader Lester H. Shibles
of the College of Agriculture exten
sion service, University of Maine, has
announced the list of 112 Maine boys
and girls who will be entitled to repre
sent their respective counties on the
State Chamber of Commerce annual
prize trip to Springfield, Mass., In
September, for a week's encampment
and training at the Eastern States
Exposition. The selection is based on
their high standing in 4-H Club work
last year. In order to be eligible they
must still be engaged in approved
projects Sept. 1.
This is the sixth successive year
that the State Chamber of Commerce
has included the Springfield trip and
encampment in its annual budget, at
a cost of nearly $3500 per year. Last
year 139 Maine Granges, 15 service
clubs and six 4-H Clubs contributed
a total of $936 toward the railroad
fares of the boys and girls represent
ing their respective counties.
The boys and girls in Knox and
Lincoln counties eligible to compete
for the prize trip this year are: Clin
ton Meservey. Robert F. Farris, Jr.,
Annie Rhodes. Union; Chesley Cripps,
Simonton; Robert W. Graffam, Hazel
Hall, Aina; Gertrude Hardy. Hope;
Falena Hilton, North Whitefield.
HIGHER POWER RECOMMENDED
Eight Radio Stations To Have 50,000
Watts If Commission Agrees To
Yost Plan

Recommendations that the num
ber of high-powered radio stations in
the United States be increased to 35
have been made to the Federal
Radio Commission by Ellis A. Yost
chief examiner.
Yost recommended that eight of
i the 24 stations which have asked
to increase their power to 50,000
watts be allowed to have that
amount, bringing the total of such
stations to 22. with four of them
sharing time, thus utilizing the 20
positions for high power on clear
channels. He further recommended
that 11 stations be permitted to in
crease their power to 25,000 watts,
bringing the total of such stations
to 13.
The stations recommended for the
50,000-watt power on clear channels
are: First zone, WJZ, New York; sec
ond zone.WCAU, Philadelphia; third
zone, WSB. Atlanta, and WSM,
Nashville; fourth zone. WGN, Chi
cago. and WCCO. Minneapolis; fifth
zone. KPO. San Francisco, and KOA
Denver.
Stations recommended for increase
to 25.000 watts power were; First
zone.WBZ. Boston; WHAM. Roches
ter; WOR. Newark; second zone
WHAS, Louisville: third zone.WBT,
Charlotte;
WAPI,
Birmingham;
KVOO, Tulsa; fourth zone, WMAQ.
Chicago; WHO-WOC. Des Moines,
filth zone. KSL. Salt Lake, and KGO.
Oakland.

